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"Nature hides her secret because of her essential loftiness,
but not by means of ruse."
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ABSTRACT

The C. elegans nematode has been extensively studied as a model organism
since the 1970s, and is the only organism for which the complete cell
division tree and the genome are both available. These two datasets were
integrated with a number of other datasets available at WormBase.org,
such as the anatomy ontology, gene expression profiles extracted from
8ooo peer-reviewed papers, and metadata about each gene, to produce the
first ever whole-organism, cell-resolution map of gene expression across
the entire developmental timeline of the organism, with the goal to find
genomic features that regulate cell division and tissue differentiation. Con-
tingency testing was performed to find correlations between thousands of
gene attributes (e.g. the presence or absence of a specific 8-mer in the 3'
UTR, the CG-content of the sequence upstream of the transcriptional start
site, etc.) and thousands of cell attributes (e.g. whether cells that express
specific genes die through apoptosis, whether cells become neurons or not,
whether cells move in the anterior or posterior direction after division).
The resulting database of contingency test scores allow us to quickly
ask a large number of biologically-interesting questions, like, "Does the
length of introns of expressed genes increase across the developmental
timeline?"; "Across what period of development and in which cell types
is this specific gene most active?"; "Do regulatory motifs exist that switch
on or off genes in whole subtrees of the cell pedigree?"; "Which genes
are most strongly implicated in apoptosis?", etc. This whole-organism
expressome enables direct and powerful in silico analysis of development.
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OVERVIEW

The C. elegans nematode has been extensively studied as a model organism
since the 197os. C. elegans was also the first organism to have its genome
fully sequenced, and it is the only organism for which the complete tree
of cell divisions is known, from the zygote to the fully-developed adult
worm. By integrating these two datasets with a number of other datasets
available at WormBase.org, it is possible to start looking for a mapping
from the C. elegans genome to its cell division tree, i.e. to identify genomic
regulators of cell fate and cell phenotype.

Two different versions of the cell fate tree for C. elegans were linked and
merged to maximize the metadata available for each cell, then the cell fate
tree was cross-linked with the anatomy ontology, or hierarchical map of
containment and relatedness of the worm's anatomical features. Reacha-
bility analysis was performed on the anatomy ontology to obtain a list
of organs and tissue types that each cell is part of. A dataset of reported
expression levels of thousands of genes in different tissue types and or-
gans, as extracted from the gene expression results in 8ooo peer-reviewed

papers, was cross-linked with the anatomy ontology, and gene expression
reported at tissue or organ level was propagated through the anatomy
ontology to the individual cells that comprise those anatomical features.
A gene metadata database was also integrated to provide metadata about
the genes active in each cell. This combination of the two linked cell fate
trees, the anatomy ontology, the gene expression database and the gene
metadata database yields the first whole-organism, cell-resolution map of
gene expression across the entire developmental timeline of the organism.

Given this integrated database of gene expression, contingency testing
was performed to find correlations between thousands of different poten-
tial gene attributes (e.g. the presence or absence of a specific 8-mer in the

3' UTR, the GC-content of the sequence upstream of the transcriptional
start site, etc.) and thousands of different potential cell attributes (e.g.
whether cells that express specific genes die through apoptosis, whether
they become neurons or not, whether they merge into syncitia, whether
they move in the anterior or posterior direction after division). The result-
ing database of contingency test scores allow us to quickly ask a large
number of biologically-interesting questions, like "Does the length of
the introns of expressed genes increase across the developmental time-
line?"; "Across what period of development and in which cell types is
this specific gene most active?"; "Do regulatory motifs exist that switch
on or off genes in whole subtrees of the cell pedigree?"; "Which genes are
most strongly implicated in apoptosis?"; "Which genes cause cells to stop



dividing and become leaf nodes in the cell pedigree?", etc. In querying
for genes correlated with apoptosis in cells or daughter cells, for example,
the database lists a large number of genes that have not previously been
implicated in apoptosis. This whole-organism expressome enables direct
and powerful in silico analysis of development on an unprecedented scale.
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Part I

INTRODUCTION





INTRODUCTION: FINDING BIOLOGY'S BLUEPRINT
FOR MACRO-SCALE STRUCTURE

1.1 THE FRACTAL STRUCTURAL PATTERN LANGUAGE OF BIOLOGY

The goal of this thesis was originally to test for evidence in the genome
of some sort of structural pattern language that is employed by biology
for encoding macro-scale structure, for example sort of a cell addressing
mechanism, by which individual cells and/or cell pedigree path prefixes
or suffixes were used to regulate gene expression or the phenotypic traits
of cells.

To create a problem statement that was tractable and achievable in the
scope of a PhD thesis, a more specific and concrete goal was established of
developing useful concrete tools that would give insights into the genomic
regulators of cell phenotype rather than attempt the larger question of
searching for macro-scale structure descriptors in the genome.

1.2 TEST ORGANISM: C. elegans

C. elegans is the perfect organism in which to search for genomic regulators
of cell phenotype. It is one of the best-studied organisms in all of biology,
and in particular it is the only complex organism for which the complete
genome and the complete cell fate pedigree tree are available (Chapter 2.1).

In theory if it is possible to find some sort of functional mapping from the
genome to the cell fate tree that does not simply amount to simulating
the entire development process, then we will have reverse-engineered the
parser for some sort of cell phenotype regulation language embedded
in the DNA. This thesis employs a number of different techniques from
statistics in an attempt to look for correlations between the genome of
C. elegans and its cell division pedigree.

.......... - - - - ............ ......





T H E C. ELEGANS NEMATODE AND WORMBASE.ORG

2.1 THE C. eleganS NEMATODE AS A MODEL ORGANISM FOR STUDYING

DEVELOPMENT

The C. elegans nematode worm [1] is one of the most studied model
organisms in biology, and has already been instrumental in increasing
our understanding of cell cycle and the development of complex organ-
isms [12]. There are huge numbers of data sources in different forms
dealing with different aspects of the organism and at different levels of
system functioning. The data available on C. elegans is being curated in
one main central location, WormBase.org.

C. elegans became popular primarily through the efforts of Sydney
Brenner to promote C. elegans as a model organism [6], beginning in the

1970s [5][31]-
C. elegans has several properties that lend it extremely well to the study

of the developmental biology of complex organisms:

i. The worm's body is transparent, meaning its internal functioning
can be studied in vivo without dissection. (Figure 1.)

2. C. elegans' transparency allowed Sydney Brenner and John Sulston
to painstakingly observe and trace every single cell division during
development, from the fertilized egg to the full adult worm, which
feat (along with their work on genes implicated in apoptosis) won
them the Nobel Prize in 2002 along with Bob Horvitz for his work
on understanding apoptosis in C. elegans [20]. As a result of their
efforts, we now have the complete cell fate tree for C. elegans: the
complete tree of cell divisions from the fertilized egg to the full adult
worm. (Figure 2, 3.) In fact C. elegans is the only complex organism
for which we currently have the complete cell fate tree, and the
ramifications to the study of development are huge. (C. elegans is
also the only complex organism for which the entire neural wiring
diagram has been reverse-engineered.)

3. The cell lineage of C. elegans is almost completely invariant [1o]:
There are almost always exactly 556 cells in the newly-hatched
worm and exactly 969 cells in the adult hermaphrodite worm (1031
cells in the adult male) after exactly 131 die through apoptosis Cel
[1]. Similarly, knocking out single cells with a laser shows that cells
rarely compensate for each other: cells rely more on cell-intrinsic
signals and not inductive signals. The invariant lineage is useful



Figure 1: C. elegans cell nuclei, fluorescently labeled. C. elegans is an ideal organ-
ism for the study of development, because it is possible to view the
internal structure of the worm as it grows. [Credit: NIH)

for studying cell-intrinsic control of cell fate (as opposed to cases
where cell fate is affected by external signals). This is important
when the signals are sought in the genome, because differentiation
signals that come from outside the cell are likely to be too many
layers of complexity removed from the genomic sequence to yield
to standard inference techniques.

4. The complete genome for C. elegans has been sequenced and is
available [211.

5. There is a huge amount of other data of different forms available
on WormBase.org [7], including the curated annotations from 8ooo+
papers detailing which genes are active in which parts of the worm's
anatomy at various stages of development.

2.2 c. elegans GENOME STATISTICS

C. elegans has a genome approximately 1ooMb in size, containing at
least 17,500 but probably over 20,000 genes [11][30]. (WormBase contains
around 20,500 gene coding sequences, or around 25,000 when counting
alternative splice forms; these coding sequences cover about 1o% of the
genome.)



Figure 2: The C. elegans cell fate tree

......... . ........ ... ......
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2.3 WORMBASE.ORG

WormBase[7][2] is one of the organizations participating in the Generic
Model Organism Database (GMOD) project. WormBase comprises at least
the following main datasets':

e The annotated genomes of Caenorhabditis elegans, Caenorhabditis brig-
gsae, Caenorhabditis remanei, Caenorhabditis brenneri, Caenorhabditis
species 3, Pristionchus pacificus, Haemonchus contortus, Meloidogyne
hapla, Meloidogyne incognita, and Brugia malayi;

e Hand-curated annotations describing the function of -20,500 C. ele-
gans protein-coding genes and ~-16,ooo C. elegans non-coding genes;

e Gene families;

e Orthologies;

" Genomic transcription factor binding sites

e Comprehensive information on mutant alleles and their phenotypes;

" Whole-genome RNAi (RNA interference) screens;

e Genetic maps, markers and polymorphisms;

" The C. elegans physical map;

e Gene expression profiles (stage, tissue and cell) from microarrays,
SAGE analysis and GFP promoter fusions;

* The complete cell lineage of the worm;

* The wiring diagram of the worm nervous system;

e Protein-protein interaction Interactome data;

e Genetic regulatory relationships;

e Details of intra- and inter-specific sequence homologies (with links
to other model organism databases).

* In addition, WormBase contains an up-to-date searchable bibliogra-
phy of C. elegans research and is linked to the WormBook project.

WormBase is extremely useful for a C. elegans integrative genomics project
like the one presented in this thesis, in that it provides a central clearing-
house for numerous datasets about the worm that can be combined in
limitless novel ways such that the information in one dataset can provide
leverage for better understanding data in another dataset.

1 Source of this summary: http: //en.wikipedia. org/wiki/Wormbase

. ..... . ..... ......... ......... -- -- ------------- -
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OVERVIEW: THE DATA ANALYSIS PIPELINE

As described previously, the "blue skies" goal of this research was to try
to find some sort of systematic language for encoding structure in the
genome, in other words to try to find a mapping between the genome and
the physical structure of an organism. For C. elegans, we can ask a (probably)
simpler and better-defined question by looking at the structure of the cell
fate tree rather than the structure of the organism formed of the cells in
the tree that exist at any given point; i.e. we can look for a mappingfrom
the genome to the cell fate tree. This is convenient in C. elegans because:

i. The complete cell fate tree is available - which is unique among
organisms at this point;

2. The lineage of C. elegans is quite invariant, and the fate of individual
cells is mostly not affected by their immediate environs: cell fate is
mostly determined by cell lineage alone, i.e. by internal signaling
that ultimately arises from information in the genome and not
through interactions with other cells, which means that it is likely
there are fewer orders of complexity between the information in the
genome and cell fate in C. elegans.

It is likely that looking for a mapping from genome sequence to the pat-
tern of cell divisions and tissue differentiation is a much simpler problem
than looking for a mapping from genome sequence to overall organ-
ism structure, because the structure is further formed from interactions
between cells that arise from the cell division process, so macro-scale
structure is more orders of complexity separated from genomic encoding
than the cell division tree.

The mapping from the genome to the cell fate tree goes through at least
one hidden layer of complexity - probably many - so it is predictable that
we could not easily find the mapping directly using some sort of blind
machine learning approach, we need some sort of additional information
about the hidden layers. Fortunately for C. elegans, we also have a lot of
information about gene activity. Furthermore, since genes and their pro-
moters can be located in the genome, and since gene activity is recorded
as associated with specific regions of the anatomy, gene activity concretely
ties together the domain (the genome sequence sequence) and range (the
cell fate tree) of the mapping we are seeking to understand. Gene activity
is therefore a great first feature to examine when trying to understand the
hidden layers.

3
Ultimate goal: to
find a mapping
between the genome
and the physical
structure of an
organism.

Better-defined goal
in C. elegans: find a
mappingfrom the
genome to the cell
fate tree.

The activity of genes
concretely ties
together genome
sequence and the cell
fate tree, which will
assist infinding the
mapping between
them.



There was previously no single database that gives gene expression
for C. elegans for the entire organism at per-cell resolution at all stages
of development - only at mixed resolution (the anatomy association
database: Section 4.1.3), with gene expression recorded in some cases
for individual cells but a lot more recorded for tissues, organs and other
body structures. The first thing that needed to be achieved was to find
which cells comprise which anatomical parts of the worm, and then to
propagate the gene expression data from the per-tissue level to the per-cell
level - otherwise it would be hard to correlate gene expression with the
cell-based pedigree. How that is accomplished is covered in the next
chapter. Also covered is work done to merge two different versions of
the C. elegans cell pedigree together so that the structure of the pedigree
is accurate while maximizing the richness of the metadata available for
each cell, in order to generate a more complete picture of the phenotypic
profile of each cell. These phenotypic traits are then used compared to
the properties of the genes active in each cell, and a contingency test is
performed between the phenotypic traits of cells and the properties of the
genes expressed in those cells, in order to try to find factors that regulate
gene expression that are also highly correlated with specific cell attributes.

This effectively constitutes the "low-hanging fruit" of the bigger ques-
tion described above - the mapping from genome to cell pedigree. How-
ever the results thus obtained are still immensely useful, because they
give lists of candidate genes (as well as other genomic features not yet
described, such as sequence motifs and other genomic features like SNPs
and miRNA binding sites) that are strongly implicated as being somehow
involved with cellular functioning that is typically several orders of com-
plexity above the level of gene-gene interactions that are typically studied,
specifically at the level of whole-cell behavior.

Figure 4 depicts the overall data analysis pipeline. The pipeline is
explained in more detail in subsequent chapters.

A number of extremely useful artifacts are produced in this data anal-
ysis pipeline. In particular, by projecting gene expression onto the indi-
vidual cells in the organism across all stages of development, we create
a gene-annotated pedigree with huge potential for use in a variety of
different ways in future research of organism development.
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INPUT DATASETS

4.1 DATASETS RETRIEVED FROM WORMBASE.ORG

The following datasets were downloaded from WormBase.org and inte-
grated:

" The anatomy ontology - including an ontology of anatomical terms,
the bottom terms of which constitute cells and nuclei.

" The AceDB "Old Cell Pedigree", which preceded the anatomy on-
tology and has rich cell metadata.

" The anatomy association database, which associates gene expression
to anatomical terms.

" The C. elegans genome.

* The gene metadata database.

4.1.1 The Anatomy Ontology

The anatomy ontology [25] contains all commonly-used anatomical terms
(tissues, organs, structural elements, cells, nuclei), and their relationships
and containment hierarchies, using is-a / has-a relationships etc.

The "bottom terms" of the anatomy ontology are cells and nuclei.
However there is not much metadata available for either cells or nuclei that
describe the phenotypic traits of individual cells, so other cell metadata is
needed.

The anatomy ontology is a very large and complicated directed acyclic
graph (DAG), and is too large to lay out in a figure here. However some
glimpses into its structure and content are given in Section 5-5.

4.1.2 The Two Electronic C. elegans Cell Pedigrees

4.1.2.1 The Old Cell Pedigree (AceDB)

AceDB is an older C. elegans database used to obtain what is known as
the "old Cell pedigree". This is the original WormBase.org cell fate tree; it
has been superseded by anatomy ontology (described below) because it
doesn't contain cells' relationships to anatomical features, and because
the format cannot properly capture the DAG-like nature of the actual cell



pedigree (including muscle cell fusion events etc.). There is rich metadata
available for each cell, e.g. the developmental timing of cell divisions, the
presence of apoptosis events, cell name aliases, and even the 3D position
of cells during development. However the data is quite messy, especially
in the pedigree connectivity information, so his datasource needed a lot
of normalization work to fully extract the pedigree info in a useful way.

Cell : "ABprppaapp"
Main-name "ABprppaapp"

Other-name "AB.prppaapp"

Program "division"

Embryo-division-time "305"

Parent "ABprppaap"

Daughter

Daughter
Lineage-name

Lineage-name

Cell-group

Cell-group

Life-stage

Life-stage

Life-stage

Life-stage

Life-stage

Anatomyte rm

TreeNode

Reconstruction

Reconstruction

9.900000 35.

Reconstruction

10.600000 35
Reconstruction

"AIAR"
"DB7"

"AB. prppaapp"
"ABprppaapp"
"AB lineage"

"all enclosing embryo cells"

"embryo"

"enclosing embryo"
"gastrulating embryo"

"late cleavage stage embryo"
"proliferating embryo"
"WBbt :0006684"

"ABprppaapp"

"N2-EMB-1" Birth 203.000000

"N2-EMB-1" Timepoint 215.000

200001

"N2-EMB-1" Timepoint 230.000
.200001

"N2-EMB-1" Timepoint 245.000

000 XYZ 35.700001

000 XYZ 37.299999

000 XYZ 37.500000
12.500000 35.200001

4.1.2.2 The Anatomy Ontology Pedigree

The anatomy ontology contains a cell nucleus pedigree as part of the on-
tology ("descendant-of", "descendant-in-male", "descendant-in-herm"),
but the actual Cell term hierarchy has not yet been finished by WormBase
contributors. There are numerous other problems with this datasource
because this particular ontology is still a work in progress, and because
numerous terms need cleaning up (e.g. the nucleus pedigree sometimes
consists of disjoint subtrees; naming systems are not always consistent;
some of the information in the file is stored in notes rather than normal-
ized symbolic form; etc.)



[Term]
id: WBbt:0004327

name: pm2VR

alt-id: WBbt:0003650

def: "Pharyngeal muscle cell (nucleus)" [ISBN:0-87969-307-X]

synonym: "lineage name\: AB.arapaaaap" [I
synonym: "m2VR" [I

is-a: WBbt:0004017

relationship: develops-from WBbt:0002258
relationship: part-of WBbt:0003633

[Term]

id: WBbt:0002520

name: P6.papl nucleus

def: "nucleus of pedigree P6.papl" [WB:rynl]
relationship: DESCINHERM WBbt:0002519

[Term]

id: WBbt:0004017

name: Cell

alt-id: WBbt:0003730

def: "a cellular object that consists of subcellular components\,

expresses genes or functions." [WB:rynl]

synonym: "Cell type" [I

is-a: WBbt:0000100

[Term]

id: WBbt:0006988

name: P6.pp

def: "cell\, posteior daughter of P6.p" [WB:rynl ""]
is-a: WBbt:0004017

Note that in the anatomy ontology, the cells are not connected into a
lineage, the nucleus terms are, whereas in the Old Cell Pedigree the cells
are connected. There are many such "impedance mismatches" between
the two pedigrees that made linking information from these two sources
together difficult (see Section 5-1).

4-1-3 The Anatomy Association Database

The anatomy association database contains a mapping between gene names
and anatomical terms; produced by WormBase contributors by curating
results from more than 8ooo different scientific papers that have published
gene expression results for C. elegans. The resolution of each gene asso-
ciation varies from cell-specific ("ced-1 -± ABpappa") to tissue-specific
("clic-1 - endothelium"), and varies in certainty (Uncertain, Partial Cer-



Figure 5: An example of a specific gene expression pattern referenced by
Expr#### in the anatomy association file.

tain or unspecified). Each association is also given an expression pattern
ID, and visualizations have been generated for the anatomical distribution
of each expression pattern (e.g. Figure 5.)

WB WBGeneOO001752 gst-4 WBbt:0003675

00005888 Expr-pattern Expr2612

WB WBGeneG001752 gst-4 WBbt:0003681

00005888 Expr-pattern Expr2612

WB WBGeneO0000253 bli-3 WBbt:0005733

00004841 Expr-pattern Expr2613

WB WBGeneOO001981 hnd-1 Uncertain WBbt

WBPaper00006002 Expr-pattern Expr2615

WB WBGene0006742 unc-2 Certain WBbt:0006749

00006005 Expr-pattern Expr2616

WB WBGeneOO006742 unc-2 WBbt:0004758

00006005 Expr-pattern Expr2616

WB WBGeneO0001053 dop-2 Certain WBbt:0004007

00006021 Expr pattern Expr2618

WB WBGeneO0000036 ace-2 Uncertain WBbt

WBPaperO0006040 Expr-pattern Exp

WB WBGeneOO000036 ace-2 Certain

00006040 Expr-pattern Expr2633

WB WBGeneGO000037 ace-3

00006040 Expr-pattern Expr2634

WB WBGene000037 ace-3

00006040 Expr-pattern Expr2634

WB WBGeneOO000037 ace-3

00006040 Expr-pattern Expr2634

WB WBGeneOO000516 cki-1 Partial

00006027 Expr-pattern Expr2640

WB WBGeneOO001485 fre-1 Certain

00006128 Expr-pattern Expr2642

r2633
WBbt:0004074

WBbt:0004096

Wbbt:0004947

WBbt:0004949

WBbt:0003681

WBbt:0005451

WBPaper

WBPaper

WBPaper

:0006444

WBPaper

WBPaper

WBPaper

:0003829

WBPaper

WBPaper

WBPaper

WBPaper

WBPaper

WBPaper

... ... .............. ............



4.1.4 The C. elegans Genome

The C. elegans genome is approximately 1ooMbase in size, and is avail-
able in FASTA .fa format, which lists chromosome number followed by
sequence.

>I
gcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagc
ctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcct
aagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaa
gcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagc
ctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcctaagcct

4.1-5 The Gene Metadata Database; "gene features"

The GFF3 gene info file is a huge database containing metadata on all
known genomic features for C. elegans, for example gene intron/exon/TSS
position, SNPs, RNA sequences, etc. The database landmark coordinates
must match the reference genome version.

I Coding-transcript gene 1016407 1017182 . +

ID=Gene:WBGeneO0005002;Name=
WBGeneO0005002;Alias=C54G6.5,spp-17;Dbxref=CGC:spp-17

From this data, "gene features" are extracted for each gene: 5' and 3'
UTR sequence, introns, exons and 1kb of sequence upstream of the first

5'UTR. Many other genome landmarks are extracted (SNPs, short tandem
repeats, miRNA binding sites, etc. etc.) and the closest gene feature to
each is found (see Section 9.2.3).





DATA PREPROCESSING (I): LINKING/MERGING
CELL PEDIGREES

5.1 OVERVIEW OF THE TWO AVAILABLE C. elegans CELL PEDIGREES

As mentioned previously, the cell pedigree for C. elegans at WormBase.org
exists in two different forms:

1. The "Old Cell Pedigree" extracted from AceDB

2. The nucleus lineage terms in the anatomy ontology, connected via
"DESCENDANTOF", "DESCINMALE" and "DESCINHERM"
links.

These data sources are both very informative for C. elegans research where
a researcher is manually examining a lineage chart to see approximately
where a cell might fit into the pedigree, but there are many problems with
using these data sources for whole-organism statistical search for devel-
opmental regulators, because neither data source has complete enough
information (gene expression in the anatomy association database is sym-
bolically linked to the the anatomy ontology, but the AceDB pedigree has
much richer per-cell metadata). To create a gene-linked pedigree with the
richest per-cell metadata possible (so that gene expression can be linked
to cell metadata), we need to link or merge these two pedigrees.

5.1.1 The AceDB "Old Cell Pedigree"

The Old Cell Pedigree has rich metadata about each cell. For example, the
record for the cells AB.alaaaarr and AB.alaaaarra are as follows:

Cell : "ABalaaaarr"
Main-name "ABalaaaarr"
Other-name "AB.alaaaarr"
Program "division"
Embryo-division-time "315"
Remark "AB.alaaaarl and AB.alaaaarr: identical lineage"

Parent "ABalaaaar"
Daughter "RMER"
Daughter "ABalaaaarra"
Lineage name "AB.alaaaarr"
Lineage-name "ABalaaaarr"
Cell-group "AB lineage"

5

Gene expression is
linked to the
anatomy ontology
cell lineage pedigree,
but the AceDB "Old
Cell Pedigree" has
much richer cell
metadata, so we need
to link the two
pedigrees.



Cell-group
Life-stage
Life-stage
Life-stage
Life-stage
Life-stage
Anatomyte rm
TreeNode
Reconstruction
Reconstruction

18.400000
Reconstruction

19.700001
Reconstruction

"all enclosing embryo cells"
"embryo"
"enclosing embryo"
"gastrulating embryo"
"late cleavage stage embryo"
"proliferating embryo"
"WBbt :0006500"
"ABalaaaarr"
"N2-EMB-1" Birth 207.000000
"N2-EMB-1" Timepoint 215.000

27.200001
"N2-EMB-1" Timepoint 230.000

28.799999
"N2-EMB-1" Timepoint 245.000

000 XYZ 9.300000

000 XYZ 8.000000

000 XYZ 9.800000
21.100000 27.200001

Cell : "ABalaaaarra"
Main-name "ABa
Other-name "AB.
Brief-id "pro
Program "death"
Embryo-division-time
Remark "dies"
Parent "ABalaaaarr"
Lineage-name
Lineage-name
Cell-group
Cell-group
Cell-group
Cell-group
Life-stage
Life-stage
Life-stage
Life-stage
Life-stage
Life-stage
Life-stage
Anatomyte rm
TreeNode

laaaarra"
alaaaarra"
grammed cell death"

"405"

"AB.alaaaarra"
"ABalaaaarra"
"cells-that-die"
"embryonic-death"
"AB lineage"
"all enclosing embr
"bean embryo"
"comma embryo"
"elongating embryo"
"embryo"
"enclosing embryo"
"late cleavage stag
"proliferating embr
"WBbt : 0006224"
"ABalaaaarra"

yo cells"

e embryo"
yo".

5..1.1 Fields present in Cell records in AceDB

Anatomy-term the Term in the anatomy ontology that corresponds with
this AceDB Cell. This is inconsistently present and is incon-
sistent in which class of Terms it links too (Cells, syncitia,
etc.)



Briefid Seems to be used to give freeform information about unusual
traits of the cell, e.g. programmed cell death in one or both
genders.

Cell The name of the cell.

Cell-group The group of cells that this cell is part of (syncitia, cells that
die through apoptosis, cells of certain stages of development,
etc.). There is additional metadata about each cell group in
AceDB but for the purposes of the research herein, the cell
group name was simply used as a semantic label to represent
a grouping of cells with some common attribute or attributes,
i.e. the metadata for the cell group itself was not extracted
from AceDB.

Cell-type "founder", "blast", "neuron" etc.

Daughter Links to daughter Cell records. There should only be zero, two
or four links: two links for the common case of cell division
and four links for the case where both genders divide and pro-
duce different daughter cells (two are marked with Male fate
and two are marked with Hermfate). However the format is
not constrained to this number, so you will see cases with one
or three daughters (as explained below).

Embryo-divisiontime The time at which the cell divides in the embryo,
according to one set of measurements.

Equivalencefate There should be two of these links if they are present,
and no Daughter fields. (However there are incorrect cases
where there are both Daughter fields and Equivalence-fate fields.)
Designates two possible fates that may be assumed by the cur-
rent cell. There should be another cell that also has the same
two Equivalence-fate fields (although this is not always the case
either). This is not a cell division event, but simply represents
an alternative lineage decision point where two lineages may
take on alternate roles.

Equivalence-origin The backlink for Equivalence-fate.

Hermfate The syncitial fate of a hermaphrodite cell, or as a self-link
from a Cell node back to itself, indicates the Cell is present
only in the hermaphrodite.

Hermorigin The backlink for Hermjfate.

Life-stage An indicator as to what stage(s) of life the cell is present in,
"2-cell embryo", "blastula embryo", "proliferating embryo",
"gastrulating embryo", etc.



Lineage-name One or more names for the cell using lineage prefix form.
Z is the zygote, AB is the early-stage AB lineage, and most cells
are described as descending from one of those two develop-
mental stages, using one letter for each cell division according
to which direction the cell typically moves after division: "a"
for anterior, "p" for posterior, "1" for left, "r" for right, "d" for
dorsal, "v" for ventral.

Link-diagram filenames of neural wiring diagrams in the case of neurons

Mainname The name the cell is primarily referred to by in AceDB

Malefate The syncitial fate of a male cell, or as a self-link from a Cell
node back to itself, indicates the Cell is present only in the
male.

Male-origin The backlink for Male-fate.

Neurodata The connectivity information for the neural wiring of the
worm (only present for neurons).

Othername One or more name aliases for the cell. (Nerve cells and some
other cells have anatomy-based aliases)

Parent The backlink for Daughter links.

Program "division", "differentiation", "death in hermaphrodite", "divi-
sion in male" etc.

Reconstruction A 3D reconstruction of the lineage at different time points
obtained by automatic lineaging, i.e. can be used to track the
motion of the nucleus of the cell over time to determine its
neighboring cells etc.

Reference Reference to one or more scientific papers from which the data
was derived.

Remark Free-form text comments, e.g. "Receives a few synapses in the
ring, has a posteriorly directed process that runs sublaterally";
"Somatic gonad precursor cell"; "Ventral cord interneuron, like
AVD but outputs restricted to anterior cord"; "Neuron, ciliated
ending in head, no supporting cells, associated with ILso"

Summary Free-form text explanation for some weird effects that are not
explained by the database topology itself, e.g. "either makes
proctodeum OR is engulfed by F(r/l)d"

Syncitialcell In the case of syncitia, gives the name of the Cell node
that the cell merges into, e.g. "hyp7 embryonic". Not always
present.



TreeNode Yet another cell name, more amenable for displaying the
nodes in a tree.

5.1.2 Problems with the AceDB Cell lineage

Even though the metadata associated with each cell in the AceDB pedigree
is rich and broad in scope, the data schema itself does not cleanly map
onto the biology of C. elegans. Also the topology of the graph for gender-
specific lines is quite convoluted, and topological conventions have been
inconsistently applied across the pedigree.

Figure 6 shows basic conventions for connecting cells in the AceDB Old
Cell Pedigree. Descendancy is shown by Daughter links and a link of type
Male-fate or Hermjfate from a node back to itself indicates a cell is present
in only one gender. If Male-fate or Hermfate connects a cell to another cell
entry in the database, typically the meaning is that a cell merges into a
syncitium like hyp7. There are separate Cell entries in AceDB for each cell
in the syncitium, which represents the fact that the cells merge but the
nuclei in the syncitium are still separate. The *_origin terms are back-links
for *_fate terms.

Note that even in this simple example, a lot of inconsistency can be
seen: in the case of R3BL, R3stL etc. (cells linked directly into the pedigree
via Daughter links), Male_fate is an incoming edge (and actually there are
two such incoming edges - a self link and a link from the actual Cell node
that should probably be in the pedigree, V6L.papppapa etc. - R3BL is just
another name for this cell). In the case of V6L.papppp, the Male Jate link
is an outgoing edge to a syncitium.

Note that gender-specific labeling can get complicated when a cell is
present in both genders but has distinct roles in each (Figure 7), or when
the underlying biology is complicated (Figure 8).

Another convention that is quite common in the AceDB pedigree is the
concept of an Equivalence-fate (Figure 9). Biologically, two cells can switch
fates depending on the order in which certain developmental events occur,
e.g. the order in which they come in contact with a certain other cell.
This is represented in the pedigree as Equivalence-fate links from each
of two cells to each of the two alternative fates (with Equivalence-origin
backlinks).

This particular convention is also not used consistently: for example, in
some cases only one of the two equivalent cells is linked (SPVR is linked
to B.alaarda and B.araada in the figure, but links are missing from its
paired equivalent cell).

Equivalence fates can get complicated in some cases, with multiple
equivalence fates chained together through separate branches of the pedi-
gree (Figure io). It is possible that equivalence fates can be more simply
represented (see the discussion on "canonical paths" in Section 5.6.1).



V6Lpapp ale-fat lermjVate

aughter Daughter

V6Lpappp ale-fate V6Lpappa

l Heorigin aughter Daughter Herm ate\Herm ponrigin

seamt-V6L-pappp V6LIpapppp V6Lpapppa ale-fate hyp7V6Lpappa

alejate Male-origin augShter Daughter

set- VL6Lpapppap ale-fate V6Lpapppaa aleffte

aughter Daughter aughter Daughter

R3BL_ ale-fat~ale_origin RUsL alejfatMale origin R3AL ale_fattMaje-origin V6Lpapppaap

Male-origi ale-fate Maleiorigin alejate Mvale~origin ale-fate

V6Lpapppapa V6Lpapppapp V6Lpapppaaaa

Figure 6: Basic topological conventions in the AceDB Old Cell Pedigree: Daughter
links connect 'cells to two daughters; cells present in only one gender
(e.g. V6L.papppap) are flagged with Male-fate or Herm-fate self-links;
cells that merge into a syncitium have Male-fate or Herm fate links.

Figure 7: Gender labeling in AceDB can get complicated when one gender differ-
entiates into a cell with a different name and/or function.

............. ... .... .......... ........ ......



aughter aughter erm-fate Herm-origin

Y.p ale-fate Y.a

ale-fate Male_origin

PDA

Figure 8: Connectivity in AceDB can get complicated if the underlying biology
is complicated, for example in this case a cell divides one more time in
male than in herm before producing the cell PDA.
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Figure 10: Equivalence fates in AceDB can get complicated, with multiple equivalence fates chained together through separate branches of the
pedigree in some cases.



ZI.papaaap ale -fate Z aa

Figure 11: Normal notation in AceDB for lineage-specific cell division connects
four daughter cells to parent cell and marks gender with gender-
appropriate self-links.

P7.aa

aughter Daughter

P7.aap ale-fate P7.aaa aughter

Daughter aughter Hermorigin Herm_fate

CP5 ale_fate CAS ale-fate VCS erm-fatdIerm-origin

Figure 12: There are many cases of strange connectivity in AceDB, in gender-
specific cases, that do not seem to conform to any specific standard.
Here P7.aa has three daughter cells (the third is the herm-specific
version of P7.aap, VC5 ).

Numerous other problems are present in the AceDB pedigree. A small
sample of the problems includes the following:

* When gender-specific differentiation is present, rather than two
Daughter links, a Cell node is supposed to have four Daughter links,
two for each gender (Figure 11). However there are many cases of
strange connectivity in gender-specific cases that do not follow this
rule, e.g. one or three daughters (Figure 12).

" There are many cases of missing or contradictory gender-specific
labeling, e.g. Figure 13, 14.

" Gender-specific labeling can be superfluous, in that some Cell nodes
have self-links for both genders (Figure 15).

The almost ad hoc usage of different linking conventions in AceDB com-
bined with the underlying complexity of the biology can lead to some
very convoluted linking situations (Figure 16).

5.1.3 The anatomy ontology pedigree

The anatomy ontology is a newer project of the WormBase Consortium
to build a complete anatomical graph for the C. elegans organism [25]. It
is still incomplete but already consists of thousands of anatomical terms
linked together in a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

lale-fate



Z4 .P Jerm-ate Z4.paa

Figure 13: Gender confusion in AceDB: Z4 .p is marked as a male-specific cell
but has a descendant cell Z4.pap that is herm-specific (and there is no
male-specific version of Z4.pap in the graph).

Figure 14: Another case of gender confusion in AceDB: Z4.aaaaapp is marked as
herm-specific but has two descendants that are male-specific.



ale-fate a erm-fatierm -origin

Figure 15: Gender labeling can be superfluous in AceDB (in the case of M.drpp,
which is gender-specifically labeled for both genders using Male-fate
and Hermfate self-links), and/or be missing gender-specific links
(ccDR is present in male according to its Malefate self-link, but the
link should be from M.drpa to ccDR if the Hermfate edge is correct),
and/or contain multiple contradictory information (ccDR has both
itself and M.drpa as its Hermorigin), and/or be missing information
(M.drp is missing backlinks to itself - there should be a corresponding
backlink Male-origin for every Malefate link, and the same for herm),
etc.

5.1-3.1 The nucleus pedigree contained in the anatomy ontology

As well as containing tissues, organs and body parts, the ontology also
includes cell and nucleus terms. nuclei are linked together to form a
pedigree. Terms are of the following form:

[Term]
id: WBbt:0004017
name: Cell
alt-id: WBbt:0003730
def: "a cellular object that consists of subcellular components\,

expresses genes or functions." [WB:rynl]
synonym: "Cell type" [I
is-a: WBbt:0000100

[Term]
id: WBbt:0007030
name: post-embryonic cell
def: "a cell that comes to being in a worm after hatching." [WB:rynl

""]
isa: WBbt:0004017

[Term]
id: WBbt:0007048
name: B.alapa
def: "post -embryonic cell of pedigree B.alapa" [WB:rynl]
is-a: WBbt:0007030



Daughter Daughter Daughter aughter Hermfate Herm-origin

VB4 ale-at erm-fate VA3 ale-fat erm-fate CA 1 alejatvlaleorigin CPI alejatdvlale-origin VC1 ermjat-erm_origin

Figure 16: Complexity in the data model of AceDB. In this case within a small region of the pedigree we have an Equivalencefate situation,
several cases of gender-specific syncitia or gender-specific cell line termination (P4.p in male, P3.p in male, P3.aap in herm, VC2 in
male), a node with three Daughter links (P3.aa, which is actually P3.aap in the hermaphrodite), a node that is entirely disconnected
from the rest of the Daughter-linked pedigree (P4.aap) but that relies on a Herm-origin backlink to weakly connect it back in to its
cell alias VC2.



[Term]
id: WBbt:0001720

name: B.alapa nucleus

def: "nucleus of pedigree B.alapa" [WB:rynl]
relationship: DESCINMALE WBbt:0001719

[Term]

id: WBbt:0002101

name: MS.aaaaapaa nucleus

def: "nucleus of pedigree MS.aaaaapaa" [WB:rynl]
relationship: DESCENDENTOF WBbt:6002308

[Term]

id: WBbt:0003634

name: M2 neuron

def: "neuron type\, a set of two pharyngeal motor neuron." [WB:rynl
"I"]

comment: LINKOUT\:\:WORMATLAS\:\:<http\://www.wormatlas.org/neurons.
htm/M2.htm>

synonym: "M2" []
isa: WBbt :0003677

is a: WBbt:0005409

is-a: WBbt:0006840

relationship: part-of WBbt:0003732

Generally for the construction of the pedigree, the only types in the
"relationship" field that we need to follow are DESCENDENTOF, DESCIN-
MALE, DESCINHERM and develops-from. The other relationship types
however are useful for pairing gene expression with cells, by propagating
gene expression through the anatomy ontology onto the cell level (see
Chapter 6).

The anatomy ontology is very much a work in progress: it is an asymp-
totically hard problem to build a correct ontology of all anatomical parts
for a complete organism. A lot of useful information is already contained
in the C. elegans anatomy ontology, but the cell lineage in the anatomy
ontology is still somewhat incomplete, has a different topology than the
AceDB pedigree in many cases, and has a data model that is not rich
enough to support the complex metadata that AceDB supports.

Furthermore, the anatomy ontology pedigree is nucleus-based rather
than cell-based, and represents gender-specific lines, syncitia and equiv-
alence fates in a different way, so it doesn't match the structure of the
AceDB pedigree in many places.

5.1-3.2 Fields present in the anatomy ontology

The following fields are present in Terms in the anatomy ontology:



[Term] The start of a Term record

altid Alternate ID(s) that can refer to the same Term in other Worm-
Base databases

comment Typically contains a link to some resource describing the Term.

def A freeform text definition of the Term, e.g. "nucleus of pedi-
gree AB.alapaaaaa". This field often has to be pattern-matched
to locate cell Terms that correspond with a nucleus Term of the
same name, e.g. "embryonic cell of pedigree AB.alapaaaaa".

exact-synonym Term IDs for Terms that are exactly equivalent.

id The unique Term ID.

isa The main connector between a term and its ontological prede-
cessor. (e.g. ABprappaaa isa Cell).

is-obsolete "true" for old terms

name Freeform text name, e.g. "ABprappaaa" (for cells), "ABprap-
paaa nucleus" (for nucleus lineage terms), and "ventral cord
motor neurons" etc. for non cell/nucleus-related terms.

relationship One of "DESCENDENTOF", "DESCINMALE", "DESCIN-
HERM", "develops-from", "isa", "partof".

synonym Other names for the given Term, e.g. the cell AB has synonyms
"AB blastomere" and "Po.a". These synonyms are important in
cross-linking anatomy ontology Terms to AceDB Cell nodes.

5.1.4 Problems with the anatomy ontology pedigree

The anatomy ontology pedigree has a number of problems:

" The anatomy ontology currently consists of many disjoint trees,
sometimes linked by freeform text, such as a a term named "B-alpha
or Bbeta fated" that infers it is connected to the two equivalent
fates Balpha and Bbeta. Having the pedigree split into multiple
trees that require special parsing to reconnect makes it hard to write
whole-tree analysis algorithms (Figure 17).

" The nucleus terms in the ontology are usually not linked to the
cell term they are a part of, so linking nuclei to cells also often
has to be done based on parsing and matching of text in freeform
text fields or comments, or based on similarity of ontology term
names (Figure 18). In some but not all cases, this corresponds to
"Equivalencefate" links in the AceDB pedigree.



* The gender-specific lineage representation in the anatomy ontology
is different from the one in the AceDB pedigree: in AceDB, if a cell
and its descendants develops differently in the two genders, then
two different descendant lines are created. In the anatomy ontology,
nuclei are followed, not cells, so even if the cells manifest different
phenotypes in the two genders, only one nucleus node is created.
Gender-specific nodes represent past-end-of-line in the other gender.

* There are a number of errors in gender linkage in the tree, including
accidental switches of gender on gender-specific lines (Figure 19).

5.2 PEDIGREE MERGING

5.2.1 The pedigree merging task

To link gene expression (which is tied to the anatomy ontology pedigree
via normalized text tokens in the gene association database) to cell phe-
notype attributes (most of which are only available in the AceDB "Old
Cell Pedigree"), we need to link these two pedigrees together.

This turned out to me a mammoth task: there were many fields in
multiple records that had to be cross-checked for each decision to unify
one anatomy ontology Term record with one AceDB Cell record:

e When comparing one Term to one Cell, parent and daughter records
of each also needed to be compared to make sure they matched and
were connected together in the same way.

" Past the point of gender differentiation, one Term had to be com-
pared to two Cell records in each case, one for each gender.

e In the case of Malefate, Maleorigin, Herm fate, Hermorigin,
Equivalentfate and Equivalent-origin links, two or more records
had to be compared for each Cell record to make sure they referred
to the same physical cell that corresponded with the given Term.

" Each nucleus Term had to be additionally unified with a matching
anatomy ontology Term. The part-of link, if present, had to be
checked to see if it corresponded with a Term that represents the
cell the nucleus is part of, or added if not present.

" In the case of both anatomy ontology Terms and AceDB Cells,
syncitia had to be identified and the corresponding Terms and Cells
that represent the syncitia also had to be unified into a single record
for the cell, so that all metadata applicable to the cell could be
brought into one place. The way syncitia are connected in Cells and
Terms is very different, and in many cases the information is not
cleanly linked.
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Figure 17: The anatomy ontology pedigree currently consists of many disjoint trees, making it hard to write whole-free analysis algorithms.
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Figure 18: The anatomy ontology pedigree is not fully connected and therefore
cannot be traversed programmatically in its entirety. Equivalent fates
are sometimes represented by DESCENDSFROM links to nodes, and
then freeform text names are used to loosely link these nodes with
disconnected subtrees. However this makes it hard to write whole-tree
analysis algorithms, because the links can't be traversed directly.

* "Equivalence fate" situations are also somewhat differently encoded
in the two pedigrees.

" Both pedigrees had multiple nodes representing the same cells
in many situations, because there are multiple different naming
schemes for many cells. Sometimes these Terms/Cells were not
linked into the pedigree at all but contained useful information
about the cell or potentially were linked to by entries in the gene
association database, so they needed to be linked in to maximize
information about each cell. Much of this linking required fuzzy
string matching on name fields, notes fields, summary fields etc.

- Cell nomenclature between the two pedigrees frequently does not
coincide, and the complete list of synonyms given for a certain
Cell or Term often does not coincide. This makes it hard to do
approximate matching based on name. Also within a given system
of nomenclature, notation may be inconsistent, e.g. AB.alaaaalal is
also referred to as ABalaaaalal (without the dot). And in many cases,
a certain cell is given a name (e.g. F) and then naming re-starts with
that cell name as a prefix, e.g. F.lvda - but it is not always the case
that all pedigree nodes in both pedigrees re-base their nomenclature
for all descendant cells from that reference point.
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To summarize, to produce a single unified record for each cell in the
pedigree, a large number of incidental records (parents/daughters) and
had to be examined, along with information that needed to be directly
unified with the target record (syncitia, equivalence fates, alternative
names for cells), and some fuzzy searches on various fields had to be
performed to find candidate matches for alternative records that could
also represent any given cell.

5.2.2 Manual vs. semi-automated vs. automated pedigree merging

It turned out that even though there were only around 3,500 records in
either of the databases to merge into a single unified pedigree, so many
subtle rules emerged when going through the actual vagaries of the data
that this task proved too hard to do systematically by hand - and at the
same time the rules were so complex that it was often more effort to code
them up than simply return to doing it the brute force way:

" By hand: it was too hard to ensure that exactly the same rules were
applied in every similar situation (to guarantee the data were treated
consistently), making sure to cross-check all linked records, while
having to perform the searches for record IDs in a text editor by hand
for each link that needed checking. The human brain shuts down
very quickly when it's immersed in a large, convoluted, interlinked
data graph that is not presented in graphical form.

* Graphically: graph layout algorithms were developed to try to
present the data in a way that fields could quickly be cross-checked
and records unified (Figure 20). But showing all the relevant fields
on the graph and laying out three complex, interlinked graphs (the
anatomy ontology pedigree, the AceDB pedigree, and the merged
pedigree) on one 2D plane while building the right UI for merging
nodes turned out to be a hard enough task that it seemed easier to
going back to doing it by hand again, since it only had to be done
once. 1

e Computationally: many of the merging and cross-checking tasks
were eventually performed computationally, but the more automatic
linkage that was performed, the more it became apparent that the
data was full of subtle quirks that required special-case handling.
Nevertheless, any merging work done by hand was cross-checked
with some sort of automated test after it was completed.

The literally hundreds of cross-checked field relationships and thousands
of special cases that were handled will be omitted here because they

1 This is the point at which the task started to feel like "yak shaving": http://en.
wiktionary.org/wiki/yak-shaving



are best described by the automated and semi-automated merging code
(present in the thesis source code), as well as the annotations made in the
final merged pedigree that describe some of the major data problems that
were encountered that could not be solved by smarter fuzzy matching
algorithms.

5.3 FINAL LINKED/MERGED PEDIGREE

5.3.1 Practical considerations

5-3.1.1 Goal: produce a practical, easy-to-parse, clean unified pedigree

The goal in producing the final linked pedigree was to produce some-
thing relatively simple to parse and run whole-tree analyses that was
completely-connected, unified as much information about each cell as
possible into a single record, was "mostly correct" within the limits of ac-
curacy of the aggregate data about each cell and other linked or similarly-
named records available in each of the two pedigrees, and to link the
record as accurately as possible to all cell-level or nucleus-level Terms in
the anatomy ontology, so that gene expression could be correlated with
each cell in the pedigree.

5.3.1.2 Simplhfying sex dimorphism

As much as possible the complexity of the cell fate tree was represented
using some representations that were simpler than those used in either
AceDB or the anatomy ontology, but which still captured the biologically
relevant information about each cell. For example, the decision was made
to unify male-specific and hermaphrodite-specific information into a
single cell record (effectively undoing AceDB's policy of splitting them
into two separate lines), because it was clear that the two gender-specific
lines share a common overlapping subtree (usually one gender's subtree is
subsumed within the other gender's subtree), but gender-specific anatomy
ontology Terms and AceDB Cells were kept separate within the linked
pedigree node. Similarly, information about syncitial events was added
to each participant cell's linked pedigree node, in a gender-specific way
when only one gender joined a syncitium. However the complexity of
"equivalence fates" was still captured directly in the linked pedigree,
because the ability for two cells to exchange fate subtrees is a biologically
relevant event that actually changes the topology of the tree (and therefore
should affect the traversal order of any recursive analysis algorithm).
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Figure 20: Pedigree merging (simple example, with only a small section of the tree shown). Blue AceDB Old Cell Pedigree nodes; red =
anatomy ontology nucleus terms; green = anatomy ontology cell terms; yellow = merged pedigree nodes. In this simple case, the
graph layout problem is straightforward, but for complex situations involving many records that represented the same cell, the
situation quickly became very difficult to lay out effectively (especially when fuzzy name-matches produced multiple spurious hits,
and when the connectivity of the two pedigrees was not the same). Also the pedigree graph is extremely wide, making it hard to see
nodes in context.
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5.3-1.3 Linked pedigree consistency guarantees

A number of guarantees are provided by the linked pedigree that should
make working with the data therein much simpler (due to the elimina-
tion of the need for certain consistency checks). Additionally, using the
code produced in this thesis to parse the linked pedigree, these consis-
tency checks are performed on every read and every write of the data.
Consistency checks include the following, among many others:

i. A linked pedigree node will unify as many anatomy ontology Terms
and as many AceDB Cell entries that correspond to the same physi-
cal cell as possible into one record. (There may still be some Terms or
Cells that should be linked in, but most of them should be included
in the final linked pedigree at this point.)

2. As a practical consideration, parsing data formats that allow the
use of forward references is extra work, because it requires either
two passes through the file, or the construction of "loose end" place-
holder records (based on forward reference ids that have not been
defined yet) that are tied together after the file is read. Since the
linked pedigree is a directed acyclic graph or DAG2 , it can be sorted
using a topological sort into an order such that every "Parent" and
"EquivOrigin" backlink is to a record that has already been defined.

3. Back-links ("Parent", "EquivOrigin") and forward-links ("Daugh-
ters", "EquivFate") are always paired, i.e. where one exists, the other
will always exist in the linked record, and will link correctly back in
the other direction.

4. All reasonable guarantees about the gender of cell lines should be
covered, e.g.

a) When the cell line terminates for one gender through apoptosis,
ceasing to divide, or becoming part of a syncitium, then beyond
that point, all cells will be marked as the other gender, and
there will be no switches of gender or return to bi-gendered
cells in any descendant cell.

b) If the Gender field of a linked pedigree node is not "Both" (as
defined below), i.e. if the linked pedigree node is only present
in one gender, then all Term and Cell fields will be null for
the other gender - i.e. there won't be any links to AceDB Cells
or anatomy ontology Terms for genders that don't exist at the
current point.

2 The pedigree itself is a tree, even though many cells join to form syncitia, because each
syncitial event is encoded separately with each participant cell. However the presence
of "equivalence fates" make the tree into a DAG, because for each equivalence fate, two
nodes are both connected to each of the two equivalence fate nodes, creating multiple
convergent paths through the data structure.



5. A linked pedigree node will not have both Daughter nodes and
EquivFates, or a Parent node and EquivOrigins (again defined be-
low). (This is not the case in AceDB).

6. A linked pedigree node will always have exactly zero or two children.
(This is not the case in the unlinked pedigrees.)

5.3.2 Data format for the linked pedigree

The fields included in the final linked pedigree are defined as follows.
Note that fields marked with an asterisk (*) can consist of two separate

sets of optionally tab-delimited values, one for each gender, delimited
by "<tab> I <tab>" (with values for male followed with values for the
hermaphrodite). When such a gender separator does not exist, the list of
values for the given field is assumed to be the same for both genders. It
is also possible to list "null" for one or both genders, and in particular
when "Gender Male" or "Gender Herm" is specified, all Term and Cell
values for the other gender need to be specified as being null (because
the pedigree is beyond end-of-line for the other gender), otherwise an
error is thrown during parsing. There are many examples where the list
of Terms or Cells for a given liked pedigree node are not the same for
both genders, even if the cell is present in both genders, for example
the cell ABprpaapapp has the lineage AB.prpaapapp in both genders,
but is specifically named CEMVR in male, so has different male-specific
terms corresponding to CEMVR in addition to a Term and Cell entry
that corresponds simply with the lineage AB.prpaapapp. (In some cases,
the generic term was obviously intended to correspond only to the other
gender from that of the specific term, but it appears this convention was
only very inconsistently applied in both source pedigrees.)

Name The unique name of the linked pedigree node. Prefixed with
"Ped:" to disambiguate it from the name of an AceDB Cell
record or an anatomy ontology Term record.

Gender The gender in which the cell is present: "Male" or "Herm".
(The default is "Both" if this field is not present.) If "Male"
or "Herm" is specified, then by definition this cell is beyond
end-of-line in the other gender.

DeathIn The gender in which the cell dies through apoptosis: "Male",
"Herm" or "Both". (The default is "Neither" if this field is not
present.)

SynIn If present, indicates that this cell merges into a syncitium in
"Male", "Herm", or "Both" genders. (The default is "Neither"
if this field is not present.)



Lineages A tab-separated list of any and all lineage names and tree
paths that this cell is known by in either the anatomy ontology
or AceDB. "Z." is the prefix of the zygote - i.e. Z corresponds
with Po. There may be more than one lineages if the cell is
also listed with a path relative to another cell, e.g. D or E.

LineagePath A single fully-qualified path from the zygote Z to the cell.
This is generally unique among all linked pedigree nodes,
except in the case of pairs of cells that are both equivalence
fates of some other cell (and, therefore, the descendants of such
pairs of equivalent cells that have overlapping path suffixes).
Note that after equivalence fates, both paths to the current cell
will be listed in square brackets, e.g.
[Z.aprppppapaaraa/Z.aprppppapaalaa]rda.
When passing through multiple equivalence fates to get to the
same node, this process is repeated, e.g. yielding
[[Z.aprppppapaarpp/Z.aprppppapaalpplard/

[Z.aprppppapaarpp/Z.aprppppapaalpp]ald].

CanonicalPath The single canonical path for the cell (see Section 5.6.1).
This may be shared by more than one pedigree node. Effec-
tively paths contain tildes ("-") to indicate symmetry (usually
left/right symmetry, i.e. there is an entire subtree that differs
only in "1" or "r" at that position) as well as the ambiguity of
equivalence paths. A "?" is also used in one place to indicate
what seems to be an error in the anatomy ontology tree where
a generation was missed out.

Direction The last letter of "LineagePath", interpreted as the direction
the cell moves after division: "a" for anterior, "p" for poste-
rior, "1" for left, "r" for right, "d" for dorsal, "v" for ventral.
(It is hoped this may be a developmentally interesting cell
phenotype attribute.)

AceDBCell* The AceDB Cell record or records that were merged into
the current linked pedigree node.

SynTerms* If this cell merges into a syncitium in one or both genders,
this field gives the syncitium Terms in the anatomy ontology
that correspond with the final syncitium. Generally there are
separate Terms for the entire syncitium as well as one term for
the cell's own syncitial fate.

SynNames* The names of any syncitia that the merged AceDB Cells or
anatomy ontology Terms were claimed to merge into (since
these syncitial names were not always normalized and did not
always correspond perfectly with an anatomy ontology Term).



TermsCell* The anatomy ontology Term or Terms that represent this cell,
generally found by fuzzy matching of the name of the nucleus
term that was merged into the pedigree at this position. (As
indicated by the asterisk, there may be different Terms for each
gender, mainly in the case of syncitia.)

TermsNuc* The anatomy ontology Term or Terms that represent the
nucleus of this cell. Generally the nuclear pedigree follows the
final linked pedigree.

EquivFate The "equivalence fate" of the cell, in the case where a cell can
take on more than one fate. Lists the two equivalence fates
and then, as the third value, other linked pedigree node that
shares the same two equivalence fates.

EquivOrigin Gives the two backlinks to the nodes that have this node as
an equivalence fate, and then the third value gives the other
linked pedigree node that is an equal equivalence fate for
those two nodes.

Parent The parent linked pedigree node, prefixed by "Ped:".

Daughters The daughter linked pedigree nodes, prefixed by "Ped:", i.e.
backlinks to the Parent link.

DataProbs A tab-separated (often non-exhaustive) list of data problems
encountered in merging the anatomy ontology records with
the AceDB Cell records to form this linked pedigree node.

5.3.3 Examples of linked pedigree nodes

The final linked pedigree contains records of the following
of different records are shown):

form (a range

Name
SynIn
Lineages

LineageP

Canonica

Directio
AceDBCel

SynTerms

Ped:m3VL

Both
AB.alpappppp

ath Z.aalpappppp

IPath Z.aalpappppp

n p

lI M3 m3VL
WBbt:0003629/pm3VL-pm3VR

WBbt:0005595/m3[OBSOLETE]

SynNames m3

TermsNuc WBbt:0002265/AB.alpappppp nucleus

pm3VL[ABalpappppp]

Parent Ped:AB.alpapppp

WBbt:0003740/pm3

WBbt:0004322/



DataProbs (Original TermsCell Term had to get moved to TermsNuc
because it has a DEVELOPS FROM relationship with the TermsNuc

term or is marked "(nucleus)" or similar) Missing TermsCell
term

Name Ped:HSNR
DeathIn Male
Lineages AB.prapppappa
LineagePath Z.aprapppappa
CanonicalPath Z.ap-apppappa
Direction a
AceDBCell HSNR
TermsCell null | WBbt:0004757/HSNR[ABprapppappa]
TermsNuc WBbt:0002089/AB.prapppappa nucleus
Parent Ped:AB.prapppapp
DataProbs Ped:HSNR is not marked as gender-specific, but

AceDBCell contains a single Herm-fate: [empty fate string]
Ped:HSNR is not marked as gender-specific, but AceDBCell contains
gender-specific TreeNode: herm-anat-nerv_280, HSNR

Name Ped:TR.apapa
Gender Male
SynIn Male
Lineages TR.apapa
LineagePath Z.aprapppppapapa
CanonicalPath Z.ap-apppppap-pa
Direction a
AceDBCell TR.apapa hyp7-TR.apapa
SynTerms WBbt:0004167/hyp7[TRapapa]

post-embryonic male[OBSOLETE] I null
SynNames hyp7 post-embryonic male
TermsCell WBbt:0004167/hyp7[TRapapa]
TermsNuc WBbt:0007906/TR.apapa nucleus
Parent Ped:TR.apap I null

I null
WBbt:0005146/hyp7

| null
| null
| null

Name Ped:AB.prpaapapp
DeathIn Herm
Lineages AB.prpaapapp
LineagePath Z.aprpaapapp
CanonicalPath Z.ap-paapapp
Direction p
AceDBCell ABprpaapapp CEMVR | ABprpaapapp
TermsCell WBbt:0004939/CEMVR[ABprpaapapp] WBbt:0006292/

ABprpaapapp I WBbt:0006292/ABprpaapapp
TermsNuc WBbt:0001561/ABprpaapapp nucleus
Parent Ped:AB.prpaapap

Name Ped:B.alaa
Gender Male
Lineages B.alaa



LineagePath Z.aprppppapaalaa
CanonicalPath Z.ap-ppppapaa-aa
Direction a
AceDBCell B.alaa | null
TermsCell WBbt:0007046/B.alaa |
TermsNuc WBbt:0001718/B.alaa nucleus

or B-beta fated nucleus | null
EquivFate Ped:B-beta Ped:B-alpha
Parent Ped:B.ala I null

Name Ped:B-a
Gender Male
Lineages
LineagePath
CanonicalPath
Direction
AceDBCell
TermsNuc

:0007863/B_
EquivOrigin
Daughters
DataProbs

null
WBbt:0007862/B-alpha

Ped:B.araa

lpha

B.alaa B.araa
[Z.aprppppapaaraa/Z.aprppppapaalaa]
Z.ap-ppppapaa-aa

a
B-alpha I null
WBbt:0007862/B-alpha or B-beta

alpha nucleus I null
Ped:B.araa Ped:B.alaa
Ped:B-alpha.l Ped:B-alpha.r
Missing TermsCell term

fated nucleus

Ped:B-beta

I null

WBbt

5.3.4 Pre-parsed metadata for linked pedigree nodes

The linked pedigree gives references to the AceDB Cell records and
anatomy ontology Term records that constitute the same physical cell.
However parsing the linked pedigree for any purpose other than looking
at the overall shape of the pedigree and the few cell phenotypic traits that
are included directly in the linked pedigree (e.g. whether or not the cell
dies through apoptosis) would require additionally parsing both other
pedigree formats. As a result, all useful metadata from both other sources
has been pre-parsed after the pedigrees were linked, and is available in
separate files (see Chapter 6).

A number of other useful files are produced, such as an inverted index
of which anatomy ontology terms are cited in which linked pedigree
lineages:

WBbt:0002692/TL.appaaaaa nucleus Z.aplapppppappaaaaa
WBbt:0007367/TL.appaaaaa Z.aplapppppappaaaaa

WBbt:0002874/TL.appaaaap nucleus Z.aplapppppappaaaap

WBbt:0007368/TL.appaaaap Z.aplapppppappaaaap

WBbt:0002875/TL.appaaap nucleus Z.aplapppppappaaap

WBbt:0007369/TL.appaaap Z.aplapppppappaaap

WBbt:0003990/R8BL Z.aplapppppappaaapa



5.3.5 Usefulness and simplicity of linked format

As a result of the linking efforts, the entire resulting pedigree tree can be
easily parsed, by reading the records in order and (due to the topological
sort order of the records) connected without the need for supporting
forward references by simply using Parent and EquivOrigin links to
previously-listed records.

The linked pedigree can also easily be traversed recursively, by simply
visiting all Daughter nodes and EquivFate nodes from the current node.
(This was not possible in either the anatomy ontology or the AceDB
pedigree, because the pedigree graph was not completely connected in
either case, and the linkage topology was extremely convoluted in AceDB
especially.)

PO
|AB
I Aba
II lAbar
I IAba rp
iiiIlAbarpa
11111 Abarpaa
11111 IAbarpaap
1111111 Abarpaapp
11111111 Abarpaappp
111 II IAbarpaappa
II iii IAbarpaapa
11111111|Abarpaapap
11111111|Abarpaapaa
111111 Abarpaaa

111111111 liZ4.aapaa
111111111111111Z4.aapaad (in herm)
111111111111111Z4.aapaaa (in male)
111111111 111111Z4.aapaaap
111111111 111111Z4.aapaaaa
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIZ4.aapaav (in herm)
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIZ4.aapaap (in male)
111111111111111|Z4.aapaapp
111III 11111 1~l|Z4.aapaappa

Furthermore, the relationship of a cell to its parents and daughter cells,
to syncitia, and to apoptosis events, is well-defined and easy to parse.



5.4 ANNOTATING THE LINKED PEDIGREE WITH ALL KNOWN CELL

METADATA TO PRODUCE cell attributes

The final step in producing a useful pedigree is to pull in all useful cell
metadata from the AceDB Cell entries (see Section 5.1.1) and the anatomy
ontology Term entries (see Section 5.1.3), and combine them into a list of
metadata for each linked pedigree node, so that a separate parser doesn't
have to be written to make use of the data in the linked pedigree.

To simplify the analysis of cell metadata, each metadata field is turned
into a Boolean attribute: if a specific metadata field (e.g. "cell is a neuron")
is present, then the linked pedigree node for the cell is labeled with a
cell attribute tag that implies it is of that type. The set of such tags for a
cell is known as its cell attributes. Note that the presence of a given cell
attribute indicates that the cell is believed or observed to have the given
attribute, but the absence of a tag indicates either that the cell doesn't have
the attribute or, in some cases, that there is insufficient data about the cell
to infer that it has the attribute. In many cases with WormBase data, the
data is simply too sparse for absence of evidence to be used as a proxy
for evidence of absence.

The types of cell attributes extracted for each cell are fully detailed in
Section 9.1.2.

Once the list of attributes for each cell is generated, the linked pedigree
data can easily be used without having to write additional parsers for
the AceDB and anatomy ontology formats, instead only requiring a
very simple parser to pull in the list of attributes for each cell from the
generated file.

An example of the cell attributes extracted for a randomly-chosen cell
is given in Section 9.1.3.

5.5 ADDING REACHABLE TERMS IN ANATOMY ONTOLOGY TO

EACH CELL'S ATTRIBUTES

During this depth-first search process, the list of all possible paths through
the anatomy ontology (following "is-a" and "partof" links etc.), starting
with each given cell, is output to a separate file, again so that all anatomic
hierarchies can be easily read for a given cell without writing separate
parsing and DAG traversal code for the anatomy ontology.

Some examples of complete paths through the anatomy ontology DAG
are shown below. The first-level bullet point is the name of the starting
cell, and the indented list below each cell is a list of all paths that can
be traced through the DAG from the cell (excluding the cell itself), only
reversed in order from the most general or largest term on the left to the
term that is most specific to the cell on the right. (The list of paths through
the anatomy ontology should give some idea of the overall structure of

The presence ofa cell
attribute indicates
that the cell is
believed to have the
given attribute; the
absence indicates
that there is
i nsufficient evidence
to believe the cell has
the attribute.
In many cases,
WormBase data is
too sparsefor
absence of evidence
to be used as
evidence of absence.



the DAG without showing the actual graph, which is much too large and
complicated to display usefully here).

e ABaraapaaa

- Cell/embryonic cell

* e3D

- Anatomy/body region/digestive tract/pharynx/pharyngeal cell/pharyn-
geal epithelial cell/e3

- Anatomy/body region/digestive tract/pharynx/pharyngeal segment/cor-
pus/procorpus/e3

- Anatomy/organ/pharynx/pharyngeal cell/pharyngeal epithelial cell/e3

- Anatomy/organ/ pharynx/ pharyngeal segment/corpus /procorpus / e3

- Cell

- Cell/epithelial cell/interfacial epithelial cell/pharyngeal epithelial cell/e3

- Function/Organ system/alimentary system/pharynx/pharyngeal cell/pha-
ryngeal epithelial cell/e3

- Function/Organ system/alimentary system/pharynx/pharyngeal segmen-
t/ corpus/procorpus/e3

- Function/Organ system/epithelial system/interfacial epithelial cell/pharyn-
geal epithelial cell/e3

e Zi.apa

- Anatomy/body region/reproductive tract/gonad/hermaphrodite gonad/an-
terior gonad arm/anterior gonadal sheath cell/gon herm dish A

- Anatomy/body region/reproductive tract/gonad/hermaphrodite go-
nad/hermaphrodite somatic gonadal cell/gonadal sheath cell/anterior go-
nadal sheath cell/gon herm dish A

- Anatomy/body region/reproductive tract/gonad/somatic go-
nad/hermaphrodite somatic gonadal cell/gonadal sheath cell/anterior
gonadal sheath cell/gon herm dish A

- Anatomy/organ/gonad/hermaphrodite gonad/anterior gonad arm/ante-
rior gonadal sheath cell/gon herm dish A

- Anatomy/organ/gonad/hermaphrodite gonad/hermaphrodite somatic go-
nadal cell/gonadal sheath cell/anterior gonadal sheath cell/gon herm dish
A

- Anatomy/organ/gonad/ somatic gonad/hermaphrodite somatic gonadal
cell/gonadal sheath cell/anterior gonadal sheath cell/gon herm dish A

- Cell/hermaphrodite somatic gonadal cell/gonadal sheath cell/anterior go-
nadal sheath cell/gon herm dish A

- Cell/muscle cell/body muscle cell/smooth muscle/gonadal sheath cell/an-
terior gonadal sheath cell/gon herm dish A

- Cell/muscle cell/non-striated muscle/smooth muscle/gonadal sheath cel-
l/anterior gonadal sheath cell/gon herm dish A

- Function/Organ system/muscular system/muscle cell/body muscle cell/s-
mooth muscle/gonadal sheath cell/anterior gonadal sheath cell/gon herm
dish A



- Function/Organ system/muscular system/muscle cell/non-striated mus-
cle/smooth muscle/gonadal sheath cell/anterior gonadal sheath cell/gon
herm dish A

- Function/Organ system/ reproductive system/gonad/hermaphrodite go-
nad/anterior gonad arm/anterior gonadal sheath cell/gon herm dish A

- Function/Organ system/ reproductive system/gonad/hermaphrodite go-
nad/hermaphrodite somatic gonadal cell/gonadal sheath cell/anterior go-
nadal sheath cell/gon herm dish A

- Function/Organ system/reproductive system/gonad/somatic go-
nad/hermaphrodite somatic gonadal cell/gonadal sheath cell/anterior
gonadal sheath cell/gon herrn dish A

- Function/Organ system/reproductive system/muscle of the reproductive
system/gonadal sheath cell/anterior gonadal sheath cell/gon herm dish A

- Function/Sex specific entity/hermaphrodite-specific/hermaphrodite go-
nad/anterior gonad arm/anterior gonadal sheath cell/gon herm dish A

- Function/Sex specific entity/hermaphrodite-specific/hermaphrodite go-
nad/hermaphrodite somatic gonadal cell/gonadal sheath cell/anterior go-
nadal sheath cell/gon herm dish A

e 14

- Anatomy/body region/digestive tract/pharynx/pharyngeal cell/pharyn-
geal neuron/ pharyngeal interneuron

- Anatomy/body region/digestive tract/pharynx/pharyngeal nervous sys-
tem/pharyngeal neuron/pharyngeal interneuron

- Anatomy/body region/digestive tract/pharynx/pharyngeal segment/ter-
minal bulb

- Anatomy/organ/pharynx/pharyngeal cell/pharyngeal neuron/pharyngeal
interneuron

- Anatomy/organ/pharynx/pharyngeal nervous system/pharyngeal neu-
ron/pharyngeal interneuron

- Anatomy/organ/pharynx/pharyngeal segment/terminal bulb

- Cell

- Cell/neuron/interneuron

- Cell/neuron/pharyngeal neuron/pharyngeal interneuron

- Function/Organ system/alimentary system/pharynx/pharyngeal cell/pha-
ryngeal neuron/pharyngeal interneuron

- Function/Organ system/ alirmentary system/pharynx/ pharyngeal nervous
system/pharyngeal neuron/ pharyngeal interneuron

- Function/Organ system/ alirnentary system/pharynx/ pharyngeal segmen-
t/terminal bulb

- Function/Organ system/nervous system/pharyngeal nervous system/pha-
ryngeal neuron/pharyngeal interneuron

Each individual node that is reachable in the anatomy ontology from a
given cell is added as an "anat:"-prefixed cell attribute (see an example in
Section 9.1.3). This is to allow inferences to be made about cells based not

only on the properties of the individual cells themselves, but also on the
types of tissues and morphological structures that each cell is part of.



5.6 SPECIAL CASE HANDLING FOR UNUSUAL LINEAGES

5.6.1 Definition: "Canonical Path"

An experimental alternative to the lineage path was generated for each cell
in the linked pedigree, and is referred to as the "canonical path". In many
places the lineage is either ambiguous (e.g. in the case of equivalence fates,
which are generally symmetric to each other too), or simply symmetric
(in the case of entire subtrees that are duplicated, one on the left and one
on the right). The canonical path is an attempt to increase the density of
the available gene expression data, by collecting gene expression from
both equivalent branches. If gene expression is correlated with the lineage
path and the canonical path separately, there are fewer canonical paths
and so more gene expression patterns map onto each path.

It turns out that symmetries and equivalence fates almost all occurred
at cell division depths 3 and 12 in branches, and there was a great de-
gree of symmetry between subtrees beyond those points. After careful
analysis and comparison of pedigree subtrees, it made sense to replace
the "1"/"r" at depth 3 and the "a"/"p" at depth 12 in subtrees that
exhibited equivalence fate with a wildcard "~". Equivalence fates were
all in the Z.ap (AB.p) subtree. Cell division between depth 4 and 11, in
all Z.ap- lineages that divide as far as depth 12, appear to primarily
be dividing for purposes of scaling up the structure of the body to the
target size. Lineages that don't divide as far as depth 12 and lineages
that divide beyond depth 12 appear to be more involved with building
specific anatomical features. For these reasons even though there were a
few lineages for which an equivalence fate was not recorded at depth 12,

since equivalence fate was recorded for the majority of lineages that match
the above description, these lineages were also given a "-" wildcard at
depth 12 in their canonical path.

Some examples of canonical paths are shown below, with linked pedi-
gree node ID on the left, lineage path in the middle, and canonical path
on the right.

Ped:AB.pl Z.apl
Ped:AB.pla Z.apla
Ped:AB.plaa Z.aplaa
Ped:AB.plaaa Z.aplaaa
Ped:AB.plaaaa Z.aplaaaa
Ped:AB.plaaaaa Z. aplaaaaa
Ped:AB.plaaaaaa Z. aplaaaaaa
Ped:URADL Z.aplaaaaaaa
Ped:AB.plaaaaaap Z.aplaaaaaap
Ped:AB.plaaaaap Z.aplaaaaap

Z. ap-
Z. ap-a
Z. ap-aa
Z. ap-aaa
Z. ap-aaaa

Z. ap-aaaaa

Z. ap-aaaaaa
Z.ap-aaaaaaa
Z.ap-aaaaaap
Z.ap-aaaaap
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Ped:U. ra Z.aplppppapara Z.ap-ppppap?a-a
Ped :U. raa Z.aplppppaparaa Z.ap-ppppap?a-aa
Ped:DX4 [Z.aplppppapalaa/Z.aplppppaparaa] Z.ap-ppppap?a-aa
Ped:DX3 [Z.aplppppapalaa/Z.aplppppaparaa] Z.ap-ppppap?a-aa

The actual results of analyzing the worm's canonical paths rather than
lineage paths were not closely examined in this thesis, and this is left as
future work. However it seems that there is something to be learned from
the symmetries of much of the worm's pedigree subtrees, and analyzing
gene expression using canonical paths would be an interesting place to
start.

Even though the canonical path results were not examined closely
here, for most result datasets, filenames ending in both "lineagePath"
and "canonicalPath" were separately generated, representing running
the complete analysis with cells either treated separately or with gene
expression collapsed into matching canonical paths.

5.6.2 Zi/Z 4 handling and symmetry inversion

C. elegans contains two unusual lineage subtrees, rooted at postembryonic
cells Zi and Z 4, that together form both the male and hermaphrodite
gonad. The complicated situation in these cells is best described in Kimble
and Hirsch [23], the abstract of which states:

"The ancestry of the cells in the hermaphrodite and male gonadal somatic
structures of C. elegans has been traced from the two gonadal somatic progenitor
cells (Zi and Z4) that are present in the newly hatched larvae of both sexes.
The lineages of Zi and Z4 are essentially invariant. In hermaphrodites, they
give rise to a symmetrical group of structures consisting of 143 cells, and in
males, they give rise to an asymmetrical group of structures consisting of 56
cells. The male gonad can be distinguished from the hermaphrodite gonad soon
after the first division of Zi and Z4 . However, the development of Zi and Z4
in hermaphrodites shares several features in common with their development in
males suggesting that the two programs are controlled by similar mechanisms. In
the hermaphrodite lineage, a variability in the positions of two cells is correlated
with a variability in the lineages of four cells. This variability suggests that
cell-cell interaction may play a more significant role in organisms that develop
by invariant lineages than has hitherto been considered. None of the somatic
structures (e.g., uterus, spermatheca, vas deferens) develops as a clone of a single
cell. Instead, cells that arise early in the Z1-Z4 lineage generally contribute
descendants to more than one structure, and individual structures consist of
descendants of more than one lineage."

Figure 21 shows the early stages of differentiation in these two lineages.
In the final linked pedigree, the Zi and Z4 lineages are unified and

symmetrically reflected in the two genders in as reasonable a manner



ac 4

Figure 21: A reproduction of Figure 18 from Kimble and Hirsch [23], showing
comparing the male and hermaphrodite Zi and Z4 lineage early
division patterns.

as possible according to the above principles, with the goal that a cell
in the linked pedigree should represent a physical cell identity, even if
that cell behaves differently in male and hermaphrodite. In particular,
the 5R lineage is reflected in both anterior/posterior sense and Z1/Z4
root relative to the 5 L lineage, such that for example, Zi.ppap is actually
mapped onto the Z4.aapa terms in the anatomy ontology. This mapping
appeared to produce the most symmetrical mapping onto what appear
to be underlying actual cell identities. Examples of 5L and 5R linked
pedigree nodes are shown below - notice the inversion in the 5R versions
of the lineage:

Name Ped:Z4.aapa(5L)
Lineages Z4.aapa
LineagePath Z.paaappaapaapa
CanonicalPath Z.paaappaapaapa
Direction a
AceDBCell Z4.aapa
TermsCell WBbt:0007734/Z4.aapa
TermsNuc WBbt:0008006/Z4.aapa nucleus male

:0005704/Z4.aapa(5L) nucleus
Parent Ped:Z4.aap(5L)
Daughters Ped:Z4.aapaa(5L) Ped:Z4.aapap(5L)

I WBbt

Name Ped:Z4.aapa(5R)
Lineages Z1.ppap
LineagePath Z.paapppaapppap
CanonicalPath Z.paapppaapppap
Direction p



AceDBCell Z1.ppap
TermsCell WBbt:0005057/gon-male-sves[Zippap]

Z1.ppap | WBbt:0007654/Z1.ppap
TermsNuc WBbt:0007961/Z1.ppap nucleus male

:0005690/Z1.ppap(5R) nucleus
Parent Ped:Z4.aap(5R)
Daughters null | Ped:Z4.aapaa(5R)

(5R)

WBbt:0007654/

I WBbt

Ped:Z4.aapap

Name Ped:Z1.ppap(5R)
Lineages Z4.aapa
LineagePath
CanonicalPath
Direction
AceDBCell
TermsCell

/l]

Z.paaappaapaapa
Z.paaappaapaapa
a
Z4.aapa
WBbt:0007734/Z4.aapa

TermsNuc WBbt:0008006/Z4.aapa
:0003485/Z4.aap[a/l](5R) nucleus

Parent Ped:Z1.ppa(5R)
Daughters Ped:Z1.ppapa(5R)

I WBbt:0007708/Z4.aap[a

nucleus male I WBbt

Ped:Z1.ppapp(5R)



DATA PREPROCESSING (II): MAPPING GENE
EXPRESSION ONTO THE CELL PEDIGREE

Understanding which cells and tissues that genes are differentially ex-
pressed in can give us a great deal of insight into the origin and function of
genomic elements [13]. The gene association database was combined with
the rich linked cell pedigree to try to understand the genetic regulators of
cell phenotype.

6.1 OVERVIEW

As previously described, the reason for merging the two available pedi-
grees into one linked pedigree was that the AceDB "Old Cell Pedigree"
has much richer per-cell metadata, but the gene association database links
to terms in the anatomy ontology, which contains its own cell nucleus
pedigree. By combining both into one pedigree, we produce a pedigree
with rich cell metadata that may also be correlated with gene expression
patterns.

However, the available gene expression patterns map not just to cell
or nucleus terms in the anatomy ontology, but to terms throughout
the ontology that correspond to tissues, organs, anatomical regions etc.
Therefore to map gene expression at per-cell resolution, we need to find
which terms in the anatomy ontology are comprised of which terms
corresponding to cells or nuclei.

Figure 22 shows the basic procedure. Genes are associated with specific
terms via the gene association database if they have been observed to be
active in the corresponding part of the worm's anatomy. These associa-
tions are propagated down through the anatomy ontology by following
ontology relationships in reverse (moving from B to A if A "is-a" B), until
cell or nucleus terms are reached. Equivalently, a depth first search can
be performed as described in Section 5.5, starting at each cell and nucleus
term that was unified into a cell in the linked pedigree, and determining
which genes are associated (through the gene association database) with
terms that can be reached (through the anatomy ontology).

6.2 LINEAGE-SPECIFIC VS. TISSUE-SPECIFIC GENE ASSOCIATIONS

As shown in Figure 22, we keep track of whether gene associations were
mapped to cells through anatomical terms that correspond to tissues or
anatomical parts (these are referred to as "tissue-specific associations") or



ANATOMY ONTOLOGY:

WBbt:0003733 corpus; the first, anterior bulb of the pharynx
GENE:

ASSOCIATION pat_of
T YPE:

WBbt:0003711 metacorpus
Tissue-pato
specific + p_of

Wbbt:0003744 first pharyngeal muscle cell layer

+ part_of
WBbt:0004334 AB.alpaaaapa pharyngeal muscle cell

Cell- part of

Wbbt:0002249 AB.alpaaaapa nucleus

Figure 22: Projection of genes through tissues and organs in anatomy ontology
onto individual cells

directly to cells / nuclei (these are referred to as "cell-specific associations",
or more generally, "lineage-specific associations" 1 ). This is because there is
a lot more data for tissue-specific associations, but ultimately we can have
lower confidence in it when our goal is to infer per-cell gene expression,
because it is likely that in many cases, genes are recorded as expressed
in all cells in a given tissue, whereas not all cells in that tissue may
necessarily express the gene.

This thesis primarily focuses on lineage-specific results, but (in cross
product with "lineagePath" vs. "canonicalPath" results, as discussed in
Section 5.6.1) all results were generated separately for both lineage-specific
and tissue-specific gene associations.

6.3 THE GENE-ANNOTATED PEDIGREE

The combination of the linked pedigree with gene association data that
has been projected through the anatomy ontology produces a pedigree
annotated with gene expression at per-cell resolution:

PO apx-1/C cav-1/C cdc-42/C ced-10/C chd-3/C ubxn-1/T ubxn-2/T ...
JAB F54C8.4/C apx-1/C bub-1/C cav-1/C ced-10/T ced-3/T clh-5/T ...
||Aba : alh-9/C apx-1/C cav-1/C cdc-42/C ced-10/C chd-3/C ced-3/T ...
|||ABar : apx-i/C cav-1/C cdc-42/C ced-10/C chd-3/C B0272.3/T ...

i "Lineage" is used rather than "cell" in many places is this thesis, because many cells
may be combined into a single cell profile in certain circumstances. For example, in the
"canonicalPath" version of analysis, multiple cells representing equivalent fates may be
merged into one "lineage", i.e. the cell attributes and gene predicates for those cells will
be merged. Also during contingency testing, if multiple cells have exactly the same gene
expression profile, then they are collapsed as duplicates.

............. ......... ... - .- I ..... ... .......... - -__- - -_---- _--, .... ..... ............



Note in the annotated tree, the distinction between cell-specific and
tissue-specific associations (/C and /T) has been preserved, as described
above.2

6.4 PROPAGATING GENE METADATA THROUGH GENES ONTO THE

GENE-ANNOTATED PEDIGREE

The GFF3 gene metadata file from WormBase.org (described in Sec-
tion 4.1.5) contains start and end genome coordinates for all C. elegans
genes, as well as coordinates for each feature of a gene, such as introns,
exons and UTRs. The GFF3 file also contains data about a large number
of other genome landmarks such as predicted RNA binding sites. These
features were retrieved and associated with the corresponding gene, and
then additionally added to the gene-annotated pedigree, so that now
the genes that are active at each cell in the pedigree have additional
information about each of their features.

6.4.1 Definition of gene features

Gene features that were added to each gene include:

Upstream sequence For each gene, 1kb of sequence upstream of the
first 5' UTR was retrieved. (This size was picked arbitrarily.)
Regulatory elements can be located upstream of the start of
the gene.

5' UTR The 5' UTR (untranslated region) was retrieved for each gene;
some genes have multiple alternative 5' UTRs. (In C. elegans, 5'
UTRs can be quite short.)

3' UTR The 3' UTR was also retrieved for each gene, and again some
genes have multiple alternative 3' UTRs. (In C. elegans, 3' UTRs
are generally much longer than 5' UTRs.)

Introns The introns for each gene were retrieved. These potentially
overlapped with exons, because multiple alternative tran-
scripts were recorded for many genes in the GFF3 file.

Exons The exons for each gene were also retrieved. This research is
primarily concerned with finding gene regulatory elements,

2 Coarse expression level and certainty information is also available in the anatomy as-
sociation file for a lot of associations ("partial", "expressed", "uncertain"). This is also
annotated on the tree, but is not used at the moment. (This information, because it comes
from someone's reading of a scientific paper's results, is likely to be subjective and noisy
anyway, but may be useful to improve the gene expression SNR.)



but it is conceivable that regulatory elements could be multi-
plexed into coding sequence.

SNPs, binding sites etc. The location of other genome landmarks were
also recorded relative to the above genome features, e.g. if a
known SNP or RNA binding site is recorded in the GFF3 gene
metadata file at a location within an intron of a gene, that
landmark is also associated with the gene feature

For each feature, genome sequence was extracted from the C. elegans
genome file (in FASTA format). The sequence was then reverse-complemented
if on the antisense strand (marked as "-" in the GFF3 file, vs. "+" for the
sense strand), so that each gene feature's sequence was ordered in the
direction of transcription.



7/
T H E C. ELEGANS EXPRESSOME

7.1 THE LINKED, GENE-ANNOTATED C. elegans PEDIGREE: AN UN-

PRECEDENTED RESOURCE

As a result of the work described in previous chapters in linking together
cell metadata from two different sources and unifying the pedigree, as well
as correlating anatomy-based gene expression with the individual cells
that comprise each anatomical feature, we have produced a clean, fully
connected, easily traversable and machine-analyzable cell fate pedigree
for C. elegans with a full gene expression profilefor each cell in the pedigree.
We term this the C. elegans expressome.

This is the first time a whole-organism, per-cell gene expression profile
has been available across all stages of development of an organism -
and furthermore, each cell in this model is annotated with a rich list of
phenotypic attributes.

The production of such a resource is unprecedented - the closest re-
search, by Xiao et al. [27], studies only 93 genes in 363 specific cells
from worms in only the Li stage of development. In the model produced
here, we associate an order of magnitude more genes with a significantly
greater percentage of all cells in the cell pedigree; furthermore, our re-
search considers a significantly greater number of phenotypic attributes
for each cell than Xiao et al.

7.2 VARYING DATA QUALITY OF wORMBASE.ORG DATA

It is worth noting that the data in WormBase.org is the result of curation
and submission of datasets from a large number of different data sources
that were produced in different ways and under different conditions. As
a result the quantity of data at WormBase.org is large but the quality and
density of the data is not uniformly high. Furthermore, it is not possible
in most cases to know which data is of high quality and what data is
not. Therefore, compared to the research by Xiao et al. [27] (where gene
activity for the entire dataset was uniformly curated), in our version of
the final cell pedigree, we have significantly larger amounts of data but
predict that the data quality is probably on average lower.

We have produced
the C. elegans
expressome, an
extensive gene
expression profile at
individual cell
resolution for all
cells across all stages
of development.

C. elegans is the
first organism for
which the
expressome is
available.



7.3 ON LEVERAGING THE UNREASONABLE EFFECTIVENESS OF DATA

There is a saving grace however to our large-scale integrative approach:
when dataset sizes are very large and sources of error are variegated, in
aggregate it can become easy to distinguish many of the most important
signals in the data from the background noise, which tends to wash out
(related to the phenomenon termed as "the unreasonable effectiveness of
[big] data" [26]).

By employing and integrating all available data for C. elegans that
is related to cell phenotype, cell division, tissue differentiation, gene
expression and gene attributes, it is hoped that, in aggregate, a strong
signal that describes genomic regulators of cell phenotype will emerge
from the noise, and ultimately this signal will enable the identification of
genomic features that are involved in regulating macro-scale organism
structure.

7.4 USEFULNESS OF THE FINAL LINKED, ANNOTATED CELL PEDI-

GREE

The final cell pedigree is an immensely useful resource, and there is an
almost unlimited number of things that the pedigree could be used for to
gain insight into the developmental process.

In this particular research, we focus on the most immediately obvious
use for the data in the annotated pedigree: looking for correlations be-
tween the phenotypic traits of each cell (cell attributes, see Section 9.1.1) and
shared properties of the genes that are expressed in each cell (gene predicates
such as promoter motifs that may be cell-specific, see Section 9.2.1), espe-
cially properties that are unique to that cell compared to other cells. Finding
these correlations amounts to running contingency tests between the cell
attributes and gene predicates for each cell in the pedigree (Section 1o.1).

Once we have the linked, gene-annotated pedigree, running analyses such
as this becomes quite a straightforward process.

Since the hard work of data normalization and linking has now been
done, it will be interesting to see what other uses will be found for this
integrated dataset in the future.
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INTRODUCTION: SEARCHING FOR GENOMIC
INFLUENCERS OF CELL PHENOTYPE

Eugene Wigner wrote a famous essay on the unreasonable effectiveness of
mathematics in natural sciences [34]. He meant physics, of course. There is

only one thing which is more unreasonable than the unreasonable effectiveness
of mathematics in physics, and this is the unreasonable ineffectiveness of

mathematics in biology. - attributed to Israel Gelfand

Biological complexity exhibits a massive fan-out effect at each suc-
cessively larger scale of abstraction, but is also then tightly packaged
and topologically separated from the next and more complex layer of
abstraction by a narrow set of interaction channels, typically by means of
a physical membrane of some sort.

It is incredibly difficult to try to understand emergent complexity by
looking at its constituent building blocks when those building blocks
are many layers lower in the abstraction hierarchy. This is almost cer-
tainly why disease-oriented GWAS has so far proved to be somewhat
of a failure at finding actual genomic causes of disease (beyond just
identifying chromosomal regions with SNP features correlated with dis-
ease) [14][18][24][17][33]. In particular, statistically-significant correlations
can inevitably be found for any disease because of the patient sample
size relative to the size of the genome, but even if some of the associ-
ations measured as statistically-significant are indeed also biologically
relevant, much more work remains to establish the functional basis for
the observed associations [29]. Behavioral genomics has so far turned out
to be even more of a failure, because behavior is even further removed
from genotype than disease phenotypes [9][22]. For this reason, it is likely
to be immensely difficult to locate the macro-scale structural blueprint for
an entire organism in its genome. The goal of locating genomic features
that influence cell phenotype is only slightly less ambitious, given the
many layers of complexity between the genome sequence and the cell as
a unit - nevertheless, hopefully this task is still far more tractable, given
that the complexity of an individual cell's traits are a far cry from the
complexity that emerges when many cells act together as an organism.

In this research, therefore, we first seek to find correlations between
genotypic traits and cell phenotypic traits. The "Rosetta stone" for un-
locking this correlation is the gene association database, which correlates

It is far more
tractable to lookfor
genomic influencers
of cell phenotype
than to lookfor
genomic influencers
of organism
structure, systemic
disease, or especially
an organism's
behavior.

8



gene activity (which is localized on the genome) with anatomical parts
(which is therefore correlated with specific cells).

Much work in computational biology is currently focused on under-
standing complexity at one or two specific levels of complexity. We aim to
bridge a taller jump in degrees of complexity. In the end, one of the major
results of this work is a graph of genes that are co-expressed in cells that
have similar phenotypic profiles. This is not the same thing as a gene-gene
interaction network or a protein-protein interaction network - it is a cor-
relation between low-level observations of gene activity and high-level
phenotypic attributes of cells, spanning of many layers of complexity.
This permits the study of the effects of genes at many cascading layers of
complexity downstream from actual direct gene-gene interactions.



CELL ATTRIBUTES AND GENE PREDICATES

9.1 CELL ATTRIBUTES

9.1.1 Definition of cell attribute

A cell attribute is defined as the phenotypic trait of a specific cell'. Exam-
ples include whether a cell is a nerve cell or a muscle cell, whether a cell
dies through apoptosis, whether a cell divides, differentiates or ceases to
divide, whether a cell exhibits sex dimorphism (different forms in male
and hermaphrodite), and whether a cell becomes part of a syncitium or
not.

9.1.2 List of cell attributes

Cell attributes were extracted from both the anatomy ontology and the
AceDB pedigrees, but more especially from the AceDB pedigree, because
the cell metadata there was much richer (which was the reason for linking
the two cell pedigrees together in the first place). The cell attributes that
were extracted from the two pedigrees are given below. (Counts shown are
for number of attributes of the form shown, not number of cells exhibiting
the attribute.)

Cell Attribute Prefix Count Description
(examples in italics)

anat:pharynx; anat:Sex Cell is part of the specified
specific entity anatomical structure. Specifically

implies that the given anatomical
term is reachable from the cell
along a path through the
anatomy ontology, meaning the
cell is of the given type or is part
of the given anatomical feature.

brief-id:anterior inner Derived from the Brief id field of
longitudinal muscle; AceDB record for cell
brief-id:hermaphrodite
specific neuron

1 At least, a phenotypic trait which WormBase.org has recorded as manifest in a specific
cell.
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Cell Attribute Prefix Count Description
(examples in italics)

cell-group:Z4 lineage; Derived from the Cell-group
cell-group:death-in herms field of AceDB record for cell

cell-type:gland; Derived from the Cell-type field
cell-type:neuron of AceDB record for cell

is-leaf:both; This cell is a leaf cell (i.e. no
is-leaf:herm-only; longer divides) in, respectively:
is-leaf:male; both genders; herm only (when
is-leaf:male-only; the cell does not exist in male); in
is-leaf:one-or-both; male (whether or not the herm is
is-leaf :terminal a leaf cell); in male only (does not

exist in herm); in one or both
genders (if the cell exists for both
genders, only one of them needs
to be a leaf cell); and, for
"terminal", in all genders that this
cell exists for (i.e. if the cell exists
for both genders, then both need
to be leaf cells). (N.B. is-leaf:herm
is not needed.)

life-stage:3-fold embryo; Derived from the Lifestage field
life-stage:gastrulating of AceDB record for cell
embryo

lineage-birth:ii 1; The time point at which the cell
lineage-birth:127 appears in the lineage

lineage-birth-approx:25o; The approximate time point at
lineage-birth-approx:41o which the cell appears in the

lineage, binned into io hour
intervals

lineage-depth:7; Number of cell divisions from the
lineage-depth:13 zygote

lineage-prefix:Z.aalaapaaa; Lineage prefix - all prefixes from
lineage- Z.a and Z.p down to the full
prefix:Z.aarppappppapapap lineage path to the cell are added

as attributes

lineage-suffix:dlpap; Lineage suffix - all suffixes of
lineage-suffix:aav lineage path of the cell, from

suffix length 1 to 5



Cell Attribute Prefix Count Description
(examples in italics)

lineage-prefix-canonical: Canonical lineage prefix (see
Z.ap~ppppapaa-aald; text). All prefixes from Z.a and
lineage-prefix-canonical: Z.p down to the full canonical
Z.ap-ppppap?p-v path are added as attributes to

each cell

lineage-suffix- Canonical lineage suffix (see text).
canonical:aaa-a; All suffixes of the full canonical
lineage-suffix- path are added as attributes to
canonical:aap- each cell

program:death; Derived from the Program field
program:division in of AceDB record. Takes values:
hermaphrodite death, death in hermaphrodite,

differentiation, differentiation in
hermaphrodite, differentiation in
male, division, division in
hermaphrodite, division in male

syn-in:both; syn-in:herm; The cell fuses with one or more
syn-in:herm-only; other cells and forms a syncitium
syn-in:male; in, respectively: both genders; in
syn-in:male-only; the herm (whether or not the cell
syn-in:one-or-both-genders exists in male); in the herm only

(when the cell does not exist in
male); in the male (whether or
not the cell exists in herm); in the
male only (when the cell does not
exist in herm); in either male or
herm or both.

syn-name:hyp7 The name of the syncitium that
post-embryonic herm; this cell merges into, as used in
syn-name:m3 the anatomy ontology. (Just a

label, may or may not correspond
with the name of an anatomy
ontology Term.)

syn-term:pm2DL-pM2DR; The ID of the Term in the
syn-term:seam anatomy ontology that this cell

merges into.

Subtotal Sum of the above counts of
attributes for individual cells



Cell Attribute Prefix Count Description
(examples in italics)

Special cell attribute prefixes

male-only:anat:hypodermal "male-only:" is prepended to a
cell; male-only:brief-id:male second copy of each cell
specific neuron attributes present at each cell that

exists only in male

herm- "herm-only:" is prepended to a
only:program:differentiation; second copy of each cell
herm-only:lineage- attributes present at each cell that
suffix:ppa exists only in herm

daughter:brief- "daughter:" is prepended to all
id:differentiates in male; cell attributes of each daughter
daughter:anat:sensory cell, and the union of those
neuron; daughter:herm- attributes is then added to the
only:anat:gonad current cell, to enable inference to

be performed on how a cell's
gene activity affects its daughters.

parent:anat:somatic neuron; "parent:" is prepended to all cell
parent:cell-group:MS attributes of the parent cell, and
lineage they are then added to the

current cell, to enable inference
on how gene activity in the
current cell might be affected by
its parent.

ALL CELL ATTRS: Total count, including both
attributes of individual cells and
versions prefixed with
[parent: I daughter:] [male-
only: I herm-only:]

9.1.3 Example cell attributes

An example of the cell attributes extracted for a randomly-chosen cell,
Z.papplaa, is given below. Note the parent and daughter attributes listed
at the end, which (as described in the table above) are cell attributes for
the parent cell and the union of attributes for the daughter cells.

anat: Eplaa nucleus
anat:Organ system
anat:alimentary system
anat:body region



anat:digestive tract
anat:int4V
anat:intestinal cell
anat:intestine
anat:organ
cell-group:E lineage
cell-group:all enclosing embryo cells
cell-group:int-emb
direction:a
gender:both
program:division
life-stage:1.5-fold embryo
life-stage:2-fold embryo
life-stage:3-fold embryo
life-stage:bean embryo
life-stage:comma embryo
life-stage:elongating embryo
life-stage:embryo
life-stage:enclosing embryo
life-stage:fully-elongated embryo
life-stage:gastrulating embryo
life-stage:late cleavage stage embryo
life-stage:proliferating embryo
lineage-birth-approx:220
lineage-birth:226
lineage-depth:7
lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.p
lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.pa
lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.pap
lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.papp
lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.pappl
lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.pappla
lineage-prefix:Z.p
lineage-prefix:Z.pa
lineage-prefix:Z.pap
lineage-prefix:Z.papp
lineage-prefix:Z.pappl
lineage-prefix:Z.pappla
lineage-suffix-canonical:a
lineage-suffix-canonical:aa
lineage-suffix-canonical:laa
lineage-suffix-canonical:plaa
lineage-suffix-canonical:pplaa
lineage-suffix:a
lineage-suffix:aa
lineage-suffix:laa
lineage-suffix:plaa
lineage-suffix:pplaa

parent:anat:Epla



parent:anat:Epla nucleus
parent:anat:embryonic cell
parent:cell-group:E lineage
parent:direction:a
parent :gender:both
parent:life-stage:embryo
[...truncated...]

parent:lineage-suffix:la
parent:lineage-suffix:pla
parent:lineage-suffix:ppla
parent:program:division

daughter:anat:E.plaaa
daughter:anat:E.plaaa nucleus
daughter:anat:post-embryonic cell
daughter:cell-group:int-post
daughter:cell-type:endoderm
daughter:direction:a
daughter:direction:p
daughter:gender:both
daughter:is-leaf:both
daughter:is-leaf:one-or-both
daughter:is-leaf:terminal
daughter:lineage-depth:8
daughter:lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.p
daughter:lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.pa
[. ..truncated. ..

daughter:lineage-suffix:laap
daughter:lineage-suffix:p
daughter:lineage-suffix:plaaa
daughter:lineage-suffix:plaap
daughter:program:differentiation

Note also that the "daughter:direction:p" and "daughter:direction:a"
attributes are both present in this cell as a result of the union opera-
tion: one daughter is the posterior cell and one daughter is the anterior
cell after division. Cell attributes have to therefore be interpreted cor-
rectly according to context: inference on "direction:a" compares this
attribute to "direction:p", "direction:l", "direction:r", "direction:d" and
"direction:v", whereas inference on "daughter:direction:a" (which will be
exactly coincident with "daughter:direction:p") compares the attribute
to only prevalence of "daughter:direction:l" (which is exactly coincident
with "daughter:direction:r") and "daughter:direction:d" (which is exactly
coincident with "daughter:direction:v").



9.2 GENE PREDICATES

9.2.1 Definition of gene predicate

A gene predicate is a Boolean attribute of the genotypic profile of a specific
cell (as contrasted with a cell attribute, which is a Boolean "true" flag set
on a cell if a given phenotypic trait is observed). The genotypic profile here
refers to all genes that have been observed to be active in the given cell 2. They
are predicates because they are used to condition likelihoods, i.e.

P(cell has attribute X gene predicate Y is true)

Gene predicates take one of two forms:

i. Natural predicates, e.g.

a) "gene X is active in the given cell"

b) "the sequence motif M (e.g. agcgttag) is found in the genome
feature F (e.g. the 3' UTR) of at least one gene that is active in
the given cell"

2. Thresholded predicates, where some statistical quantity is mea-
sured for each gene in the genotypic profile of a cell, and then the
distribution of measured values is thresholded using Otsu's method
(see Section 9.2.2 below), which finds the best possible approxima-
tion to bimodality for that statistic. Values below the Otsu threshold
are assigned the predicate value of "false" and those above, "true".
Examples of thresholded predicates include:

a) "the genes active in cell Y have longer-than-normal introns"

b) "the genes active in cell Y have a higher-than-normal number
of SNPs in their introns"

9.2.2 Otsu thresholding for binarization of continuous domains into predicate
form

Otsu's thresholding method [3] is frequently used in computer graphics
to binarize grayscale images, i.e. to threshold the intensity of pixels to
form two intensity classes. The method aims to maximize the between-
class variance, or alternatively minimize the sum of within-class variances
for the two classes (Figure 23). Otsu showed in his original paper that

2 Within the limits of observed data available at WormBase.org. There will be a great
deal of gene activity that has not been observed or recorded: thus recorded activity
usually implies the gene is indeed active in the cell, but lack of recorded activity does not
necessarily imply the gene is not active in the cell.



Between-class variance

Within-class Within-class
variance 1 variance 2

Otsu threshold t

Figure 23: Otsu thresholding finds the threshold t which simultaneously (and
equivalently) maximizes between-cluster variance (blue) and mini-
mizes the sum of within-cluster variance (red).

maximizing between-class variant is are actually equivalent to minimizing
the sum of within-class variances, because both of these sum to the total
variance of the un-thresholded data.

Note that non-thresholded gene statistics may still be invaluable for
learning about development, and a visualization tool was built to display
these statistics across the cell fate pedigree and across the development
timeline (see Chapter 12).

9.2.3 List of gene predicates studied

A number of different gene features were studied, and a large number of
statistics were generated for each gene feature. Most statistics were thresh-
olded using the Otsu thresholding algorithm, as described in Section 9.2.2,

to turn them into binary predicates. A few measures were generated
directly as binary predicates (notably, whether a gene was expressed in a
given cell, and whether any gene active in the given cell had a specific
motif in a given gene feature). In the table below, all predicates have been
Otsu thresholded except where noted.

A few other things to note:

e "Gene feature" implies the upstream sequence (1kb upstream of the
first 5' UTR), a 5' UTR, a 3' UTR, an intron or an exon.

e "Within a gene" implies that a SNP or other genomic landmark
fell within the region from the start of the 1kb upstream sequence
before a gene to the end of the last 3pUTR.

e "Within a gene feature" implies that a genomic landmark fell inside
the sequence of a specific gene feature, e.g. within the intron of a
gene.

........... ...... ......... --- _- -_- . ....... ..... ...... ............ ...... -_ -



* Motifs are currently 8-mers, though the code supports shorter or
longer motifs. (Longer motifs are generally too specific to have
enough data to support inference, and are often longer than those
actually employed by the cell machinery; shorter motifs are generally
not biologically relevant.)

All gene predicates generated for C. elegans are given below, along with a
short definition. (More precise definitions can be found by reading the
code that extracts gene predicates.)

Gene Predicate Prefix Count Definition
(examples in italics)

content-gc-avg-3pUTR- 120 Average nucleotide content of the
Coding-transcript; form content-N-avg-X-Y, where
content-c-avg-intron- N is nucleotide type (a, g, c, t, gc,
ncRNA agPurine), X is location (3 pUTR,

5pUTR, intron, exon,
upstreamSeq, insertion, deletion,
ncRNA, CDS, SNP,
tandemrepeat, bindingsite,
transpos-
ableelementinsertion site) and
Y is an extra location type
parameter (Coding-transcript,
Allele, miRNA, ncRNA, tandem,
Mosinsertion allele, or
PicTar/miRanda for
binding-site). This is an average
because a certain feature may
appear multiple times (e.g. there
are typically multiple exons per
gene).

count-5pUTR- 21 Given the predicate count-X-Y,
Coding-transcript; The number of occurrences of X
count-deletion-Allele (3pUTR, 5pUTR, intron, exon,

bindingsite, insertion, deletion,
substitution, tandem_repeat, ...)
in Y (Coding-transcript, Allele,
wholegene, miRNA, ncRNA, ...)
in the given gene.



Gene Predicate Prefix Count Definition
(examples in italics)

count-lengthWeighted- 185 The same statistic as count-X-Y
SNP-Allele-3pUTR- but weighted by the size of the
Codingitranscript-int feature X to give a sequence

density, and augmented with
optional location details to give
count-X-Y[-A-B[-C]], where A is
the nearest gene feature (e.g.

3pUTR, 5pUTR, upstreamSeq, ...),

B is the extra location
information for A (e.g.
"Codingjtranscript" for an exon,
as distinguished from a miRNA
exon), and C is "int" or "ext"
depending on whether the item
being counted, X, is internal to or
external to the closest gene
feature A (i.e. if X is within A
then "int" will be appended).
Counts are generated both with
and without optional features to
give marginals.

density-SNP-wholegene; 2 The density of SNPs in the whole
density-SNP-wholegene- gene (count over whole gene
mv length), and one divided by that

value.

frac-SNP-a-exon-miRNA; 36 The fraction of SNPs of each
frac-SNP-g-intron- nucleotide type in each gene
Coding-transcript feature, designated by

frac-SNP-N-X-Y, where N is the
SNP nucleotide, X is the gene
feature (3pUTR, 5pUTR, intron,
upstreamSeq etc.), and Y is the
feature type (Coding-transcript,
miRNA).



Gene Predicate Prefix Count Definition
(examples in italics)

frac-SNP-missense; 8 The fraction of SNPs within the
frac-SNP-nonsense; gene of each of these types.
frac-SNP-splicesite;
frac-SNP-frameshift;
frac-substitution-a;
frac-substitution-c;
frac-substitution-g;
frac-substitution-t

gene-expressed-ahr-1; 1594 True if the given gene is
gene-expressed- expressed at all in a given cell or

Co 5 Di.io tissue. (Currently the extra
information about gene
expression level and certainty in
the anatomy association database
- "Partial", "Certain", "Uncertain"
- is ignored.) Note that the count

1594 is the number for
"lineage-specific-lineagePath", i.e.
genes marked as active in specific
cells. There are more genes active
in tissue-specific associations.
Not Otsu-thresholded as gene
expression is binary as used here.

len-avg-intron- 20 Of the form len-avg-X-Y. The
Coding-transcript; average length of gene feature X
len-avg-5pUTR- type Y within the gene.
Coding-transcript;
len-avg-bindingsite-
miRanda

len-wholegene 1 The total length of the gene in
base pairs (from TSS to the end
of the final 3pUTR).



Gene Predicate Prefix Count Definition
(examples in italics)

motif-density-avg-intron- 297,484 Of the form
acgctatg; motif-density-avg-X-M. The
motif-density-avg- average density of the motif M in
upstreamSeq-gcgctagc the gene feature X, i.e. the count

of motifs in the gene feature
divided by the length of the gene
feature. Gene features are 5pUTR,

3pUTR, intron, exon and
upstreamSeq.
Note that only 297484 out of a
potential 48 x 5 = 327680 gene
predicates (for 8-mers with five
gene features) are actually
present for the
lineage-specific-lineagePath
dataset; other data sets have
different total counts (e.g.
tissue-specific will have a higher
count due to the greater number
of available gene associations).
This statistic is Otsu-thresholded
as opposed to the "motif-present"
statistic below.

motif-present-3pUTR- 297,484 Same as motif-density, except this
ctgctggc; predicate is not Otsu-thresholded,
motif-present-exon- but the predicate is true if the
agtagacc total count of motifs in the given

gene feature is greater than zero,
i.e. if the motif is present at all.

repeat-avgScore- i The average repeat score for
tandemrepeat-tandem tandem repeats in the gene (the

score is higher for higher repeat
counts and longer repeat units)



Gene Predicate Prefix Count Definition
(examples in italics)

repeat-lengthWeighted- 41 Statistics of tandem repeats in the
tandemrepeat-tandem- gene, of the form

3pUTR-Coding-transcript- repeat-T-tandem repeat-
ext; tandem[-A-B[-C], where T is one
repeat-numRepeats- of lengthWeighted (density of
tandemrepeat-tandem- microsatellite repeat regions in
exon-miRNA-ext; gene feature, i.e. number of
repeat-repeatLen- microsatellites divided by length
tandemrepeat-tandem- of gene feature), numRepeats
CDS-Coding-transcript-int (number of repeat units) or

repeatLen (length of each repeat
unit), A and B designate the
repeat location, and C is "int" or
"ext" as described above for
count-X-Y[-A-B[-C]].

rnaBindingSite-anywhere- 117 Count of number of locations the
let-7; given microRNA binds within
rnaBindingSite-anywhere- any of the gene's features
mir-239a;
rnaBindingSite-anywhere-
mir-87

rnaBindingSite- i144 Binding sites as predicted by the
bindingsite-PicTar- Piclar and miRanda algorithms.

3pUTR-Coding-transcript- Of the form rnaBindingSite-
ext-isy-6; binding-site-R-A-[-CI, for
rnaBindingSite- miRNA prediction method R
bindingsite-miRanda- (PicTar or miRanda) at gene

3pUTR-Coding-transcript- feature A type B, optionally with
mir-34 information on whether the

binding site was within ("int") or
outside and just near ("ext") the

f gene feature.

rnaTotBindingSites- 26 Total number of binding sites of
binding(site-PicTar- any RNA within the given gene
3PUTR-Coding-ranscript- feature, of form
ext; rnaTotBindingSites-bindingsite-
rnaTotBindingSites- R-A-B-C, with fields as described
bindingsite-miRanda- above.
exon-Codingitranscript-int



Gene Predicate Prefix Count Definition
(examples in italics)

ALL GENE PREDICATES: 598,283 (Note: this number, and many of
the above, are specifically for the
"lineage-specific-lineagePath"
dataset)

9.3 LIST OF GENES STUDIED

There are over 20,000 genes recorded for C. elegans in WormBase.org (see
Section 2.2). Of those, genes that were not associated with at least to
cells were discarded to avoid problems with small-count statistics. There
were 3244 genes in the "gene association database" that were recorded
as active in at least that minimum number of cells. However depending
on whether looking at "lineage-specific" or "tissue-specific" associations,
and depending on whether looking at "lineagePath" or "canonicalPath"
cell identities, the number of remaining valid genes varied dramatically:

Dataset Number of valid genes

lineage-specific-lineagePath 298

lineage-specific-canonicalPath 349
tissue-specific-lineagePath 3227

tissue-specific-canonicalPath 3223

Taking the union of all genes found to pass the threshold minimum
number of associations in any of the four datasets yields a list of 3244
unique genes, shown below. It is worth actually listing the name of each
gene here, because these are the only genes that were actually able to
be analyzed in this research. For all other C. elegans genes, there was
insufficient data in WormBase.org (or the gene was too rarely expressed)
to reliably test for correlations with cell phenotype.

AC7 .1, AH6. 3 , Boo24.1o, B0034.1, B0035.1, B0222.3, B0228.7 , B0284.1, B0285 . 3, Bo3 03 .2, B0o3-3, Bo 3 3 4.4 , Bo3 3 6. 3, B0336.7,
Bo361.6, B0393.6, Bo4 16-5 , B0495.9, B0507 .1, B0511.6, B0513-9, Co1B10.3, CoiB12.3, CoiFi.6, Co1G10.7 , CoiG5.8, Co1G6.4, CoiH6.4 ,
Co1H6.9, Co2C2.4 , C02F12.1o, C02F12.5, Co3 A 3 .2, Co3 H5 .2, Co4 B4 .2, Co4 C3 .3, C04 F12. 5 , Co 4 F5 .8, Co5 CO- 3 , Co5 C8.i, Co5 C8.2,
Co5 C8.6, Co5Di.o, Co 5 DI1. 5 , Co 5 D11.7 , Co 5 D2.6, C0 5 G5 .1, Co6A8.1, Co6C 3.4 , Co6G1-5, Co6G3.5, Co6G8.1, C0 7 E3. 5, Co7 E3 .6,
Co7 H6.2, Co 7H6. 3, CoB1i.3, Co8B6.8, Co8E3 .13, Co8Fii.1, Co8G9 .2, Co9 E7 .8, Co9 E9 .1, Co9 F9 -3 , Co9G12.1, CioE2.6, C1oG11. 7 ,
C1oG8.8, C11D2. 4 , C11D9 .1, C11E4 .1, CiE 4 .6, C11Hi.3 , C12D8.1, C13 B9 .3, C13 C4 .4 , C13C4 .5, C13F10. 4 , C13 F10.7 , C14 A4 .11,
C14 C10. 5, C15 C7 .1, C16A 3 .10, C16C1o.i, C16C10.4 , C17 E4. 3, C17G1o.1, C17G10.2, C17G1o.9, C17 Hii.6, C17 H12.13, C1 7 H12.2,
Ci8A 3.5 , C18B12.6, C18B2. 3 , C18E9 .6, C18Fio.2, C18F10.7, C23 Gbo.bo, C23Gio.8, C23 H4 .6, C24 A1.2, C24 A1. 3 , C24A8.i, C24 B5 .4 ,
C24 D1o.1, C2 5A1. 5 , C25 A8.4 , C25 E1o.12, C25 G4 .10, C25 H3 .9 , C26E1.3, C26E6. 3, C27 C12. 4 , C2 7 D6.4 , C27 D8.4 , C27 F2.1o, C2 7H5 .3,C28C12.4 , C28H8.11, C29 F5.1, C2 9 F7.3 , C2 9 G2.1, C29 H12.2, C3 0F12.1, C3 0F12.2, C3 0F12.6, CPoH 7 .2, C3 1C9.2, C 3 2B5.6, C 3 2E8.9,
C3 2F1o.8, C3 3 A12.1, C3 3 A12. 4 , C 33 D12.2, C3 3E10.1o, C 33 H 5 .i8, C3 4 B2.5, C 34 B2.6, C34 B7 .2, C 34 C6.4 , C3 4D1.1, C3 4 D1.2, C3 4 D4 .1,
C34F11.3, C3 4 G6.i, C3 5 D1o.12, C3 5 E7 .4 , C3 6C9 .1, C 36E8. 4 , C37 C3.2, C3 7 C3.3 , C 3 7C 3.7 , C 3 7 E2.1, C3 7 H5 .6, C3 8C1o.2, C3 9 F7 .1,
C4 oH1.6, C4 1C4 .8, C4 2CI. 4 , C4 2D4 .3 , C4 4 CI.2, C4 4 E4 .4 , C4 4 H 4 .1, C4 4 H4 .4 , C4 5 G9 .13, C4 5 G9 .5 , C4 6Ci1.i, C4 6Eo.8, C4 6F11.2,
C4 6H1i.6, C4 8B6.2, C4 9C3 .5 , C4 9 F8.2, C4 9 H 3 .6, C50C3-5, C5 oD2.2, C5oD2.7 , C5 0F2.3 , C 5oF2.8, C5 oF4 .14 , C5 oF4 .4 , C5oF 7 .4 , C5 oH2.6,
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unc-63, unc-64, unc-68, unc-69, unc-7, unc-7o, unc-711 unc-73, unc-75, unc-76, unc-78, unc-79, unc-8, unc-8o, unc-83, unc-86, unc-87,

unc-89, unc-9, unc-93, unc-94, unc-95, unc-96, unc-97, unc-98, vab-1, vab-lo, vab-15, vab-ig, vab-2, vab-3, vab-7, vab-8, vab-9, vang-1,

vav-1, vbh-i, vem-i, ver-3, vha-1, vha-11, vha-12, vha-13, vha-15, vha-16, vha-17, vha-2, vha-3, vha-4, vha-5, vha-6, vha-7, vha-8,



vhp-1, vig-1, viln-1, vps-ii, vps-18, VPS-2, vPS-32.1, VPS-35, VPS-36, vPS-54, vrk-1, wdr-23, wht-2, wip-1, wnk-i, wrk-i, wrn-1, wrt-i,
wrt-io, wrt-2, wrt-3, wrt-4, wrt-5, wrt-6, wrt-8, wrt-9, wsp-1, wts-i, wwp-1, xbx-i, xbx-3, xbx-4, xbx-5, xbx-6, xbx-7, xnd-1, xnp-1,

xpC-1, XPO-3, xrn-2, YOP-1, Zag-1, zfP-1, zfP-2, zig-1, zig-2, zig-3, zig-4, zig-5, zig-6, zig-8, ZiP-4, ziP-5, zOO-1, ztf-1, ztf-11, ztf-12, ztf-16,

ztf-17, Ztf-18, Ztf-2., Ztf-22, ztf-4, ztf-6, ztf-7, Ztf-8, Zyg-12, zyg-8, zyx-i





CONTINGENCY TESTING

10.1 OVERVIEW

As noted in Section 7.4, having a rich set of data about gene expression
across the entire organism enables us to link genotypic features to cell
phenotype, because genes can be located within the genome and gene
expression levels can be mapped from tissues onto the individual cells
that comprise those tissues. Gene predicates are the result of bimodality
testing for the presence/absence, size or frequency of specific genomic
features within the genes that are active in a given cell, and cell attributes
give a set of attribute tags that are present or absent for each cell based
on cell metadata (cell type, anatomical role, cell fate, cell program, timing
of division, etc.).

This allows for the calculation of the conditional probability of that a
cell has a specific attribute given that a gene predicate is true for genes
active in that cell. Furthermore we can test for correlations between gene
predicates and cell attributes in an attempt to find genes or properties of
genes that may be implicated in a cell having a certain attribute.

The simplest such correlation test is an odds ration. For example, if
we want to test how many more times likely it is that a cell X dies through
apoptosis when a gene Y is expressed, compared to when Y is not expressed,
then the odds ratio of the cell attribute "cell X dies" can be tested against
the gene predicate "gene Y is expressed" as:

OR(cell X dies; gene Y expressed) =

P(X dies IY expressed)/P(-X dies|Y expressed)
P(X dies I-Y expressed)/P (,X dies ,Y expressed)

10.2 CONTINGENCY TEST METHODS

The odds ratio as calculated above is an interesting measure, particularly
if it is already known that there exists causal relationship between the
two, as in our case where changes in gene expression do in fact cause
changes in cell functioning. The way the probabilities are conditioned
allows the odds ratio to be used to gain insight into the strength of the
causal relationship from gene properties to cell attributes, as opposed to
just giving insights into correlations between the two.

At the same time, however, the odds ratio defined above suffers from
instability when counts in any one of the four numbers are small: at the

. ......... .. . .. ..... ......



limit, if zero instances of one of the four contingency classes are counted,
then the odds ratio can end up with a calculated value of zero or infinity.
Adding Laplacian pseudocounts to numerators and/or denominators can
help the situation but biases the odds ratios. Since the WormBase data
can be quite sparse, the odds ratio is probably not the best choice for
this dataset. Consequently, it is worth considering other contingency test
methods.

A survey of exact inference for contingency tables is given in [4]. Con-
tingency testing methods all have their own strengths and weaknesses,
and contingency testing is an area of ongoing debate and research. Conse-
quently, to avoid lending too much credence to any single contingency
testing method, a number of different contingency tests were performed
on each cell attribute / gene predicate combination, including Fisher's
exact test, Pearson's Chi squared test.

1. Bayesian contingency testing (defined in Section 10.3), resulting
in a z-score that effectively gives the number of standard devi-
ations difference between the maximum likelihood estimate of
P(cell attr A I gene pred B) and P(cell attr A I-gene pred B).

2. The log likelihood ratio between the right-tailed and left-tailed
Fisher's exact test: this is the same as the two-tailed Fisher's exact
test, except that you get a signed number as a result, which tells you
whether the correlation is positive or negative. (Fisher's exact test
is argued to be conservative [8], i.e. that its actual rejection rate is
below the nominal significance level; it is also quite hard to compute
quickly, but a gamma function approximation was used for speed.)

3. The log odds ratio, as calculated in 10.1 above. (Can over-estimate
or under-estimate actual odds ratio when counts are small.)

4. The Chi-squared test. (Not reliable for counts less than 1o.)

5. The log of the ratio between the likelihood of the cell attribute given
the gene predicate is true, over the likelihood of the cell attribute
given that the gene predicate is not true:

P(cell attr X I gene Y : pred Z)/P(cell attr X gene Y : ,pred Z)

(This amounts to a simple odds ratio test for a change in likelihood
of the cell attribute as a result of some gene property being manifest;
it is the odds ratio equivalent of the Bayesian test listed above.)

10.3 BAYESIAN CONTINGENCY TESTING

A very promising alternative to traditional frequentist contingency testing
is to perform a simple (standard) Bayesian test of the posterior distribution



of the difference in two random variables. This is roughly equivalent to
Fisher's exact test, but works in the Bayesian space.

10.3.1 Contingency Table

Consider the following contingency table:

Cell dies
through

apoptosis

Cell does not die
through

apoptosis
TOTAL

Gene Y is 31 (Y1) 297 328 (n)

expressed

Gene Y is not 2 (Y2) 221 223 (n2)
expressed

TOTAL 33 518 551

10.3.2 Hypothesis

Let

Oi = iI/nI (10.2)

represent the proportion of cells that die through apoptosis that also
express gene Y, and

02 = !2/nl2 (10-3)

represent the proportion of cells that die through apoptosis but do
not express gene Y. The statistical hypothesis we wish to investigate is
whether E) is greater than, equal to, or less than 02, i.e. given

5 = 01 - 02 (10-4)

we wish to compare the difference 6 to zero. A difference of zero
indicates that gene Y does not affect cell death; a difference greater than
zero indicates that gene Y may upregulate cell death; and a difference less
than zero indicates that gene Y may downregulate cell death.



10.3.3 Beta-Binomial model

As a first approximation', it is reasonable to model -y 1 and !Y2 using the
binomial distribution:

m1 - Binom(ni,0 1 ) (10.5)

1J2 ~ Binom(n 2,02)

Also as a first approximation, we can assume simple uniform priors on
the proportions:

01 ~ Unif(0,1) = Beta(0,1)

02 ~ Unif(0,1) = Beta(0,1)

Given the conjugacy of the beta for the binomial, we can analytically
compute the posteriors:

p(i l yi,ni) = Beta(01i y+1,ni - yj1) (10.7)

p(02|UJ2,n2) = Beta(02|l2+1,n 2 -2+1)

The difference of two distributions is the convolution of the distribu-
tions, so the analytical solution to the posterior density 5 is

p (65|Y, n") = Beta(01 lij +1, ni -- y +1) Beta(0 2 1IJ2 +1, n2 - 2 +1)

(10.8)

Rather than try to solve this integral analytically (which may not even
yield a closed form), it is simple to instead estimate this integral by simu-
lation, by sampling from 01 and 02 and building a sample distribution out
of the differences. However, a reasonably large number (tens or hundreds
of thousands) of samples may be required to ensure high accuracy in
estimating a single difference 5, which makes this method intractable
when billions of contingency tests must be run, as is the case for the cross
product of all cell attributes with all gene predicates.

10.4 THE Z-SCORE OF A CONTINGENCY TEST

The mean value of the posterior density 5 (minus zero, which is what we
are comparing the difference to) divided by its standard deviation yields
a z-score for the contingency test

z ,(10.9)
0-

[Following the working on the LingPipe blog post at http: //goo. gl/hVbP]



which is a measure of the number of standard deviations in difference
between the maximum likelihood estimates of the prior distributions of
01 and 02. Converting the mean of the posterior density of the difference
is a way of normalizing differences so that different contingency tests can
be compared.

Note that z-scores assume a normal distribution. Due to the central
limit theorem, it is reasonable to assume that the convolution of two
beta distributions together is somewhat normal in shape (at least closer
to normal than either of the individual beta distributions). Also, when
estimating posterior density using simulation, a large number of points
must be sampled to reduce error in estimating the z-score.

10.5 NEW PARAMETRIC ESTIMATOR FOR BAYESIAN CONTINGENCY

TEST

While it may be hard or potentially impossible to find a closed form
solution for Eq. 1o.8, if all that is needed is the z-score (normalized
difference between the mean and zero) of the posterior, we can use the
closed form of the mean and variance of the beta distribution to estimate
the mean and variance of the difference between two beta-distributed
random variables.

The mean and standard deviation of the beta distribution Beta(cx, @)
with hyperparameters a and P are, respectively

0( (10.10)
p. = .(10.11)cr13

(a+@1)2 (L+3+ 1)

In our case, referring to Eq. 10.7, we have

c'1 = -+1, 10 = -T +1 (10.12)
(2 = Y2+1, 02 = nz- 2+1

The mean and standard deviation of the difference in two distributions
are given by

L = 1- p2 (10-13)

2sy= 2+ + 2 cov(01, 02) (10-14)



In Magnussen [28, Eq. 4], the first-order Taylor series approximation
for the covariance between two beta distributions is given as

COV(OO1 1 x X2 +(1 + @i ) x (1 + @2)

(all + i) x (X2+ @2 ) x (1+ 1 + PI) x (1 + 2+ @2)

(10.15)

However it turns out that for most pairs of beta distributions, this term
is very small compared to the terms ur2and uo2 in Eq. 10.14, and in cases
where the term is non-negligible (with extreme counts, i.e. when j I is
close to o or ni, or when 1J2 is close to o or n 2 ), the relatively large size
of the term is actually due to error from using only a first-order Taylor
series approximation to the covariance. If we assume the covariance term
is negligible and remove it from Eq. 10.14, yielding

1s 2/2+ f (10.16)

then test this closed-form estimate against the simulated estimate of the
standard deviation derived by sampling differences in large numbers
of values drawn from pairs of beta distributions, with n1 i, n 2 E [5, 1000]
and -yi c [0, ni], then we observe that the correlation between the closed-
form estimate and the empirically simulated estimate is very close (the
correlation coefficient R is very close to i.o). This shows that the covariance
term is indeed negligible in practice for parameters in this range, and can
be safely ignored, simplifying our calculations.

Substituting Eq. 10.12 into Eq. 1o.io and Eq. 1o.11 yields formulas for
1 I , R2, 1 and U 2 in terms of x1, @I, X2 and @2. Substituting I1i, 2, Ul

and c2 into Eq. 10.13 and Eq. io.16 yields formulas for L and US in terms
of cLX, 1I, aX2 and p2. Finally, substituting R and US into Eq. 10.9 and
simplifying yields:

X 1 + OC2

(0[i+(3i )2(ai+pi+1) (X2+2)2(a2+02+1)

Note that z6 may be negative, indicating inverse correlation.
Substituting in Eq. 10.12 and simplifying, we can also express Eq. 10.17

directly in terms of IJ 1, !2, ni and n 2 :

z~(l.l 12+0.8)
(6 i1 )(ni - Y1+1)- (h2+l)(n2-h2+l)

(ni+2)2 (ni+3) (n2+2)2(n 2+3)

Effectively Eq. 10.17 illustrates that this method at its core examines
difference-of-proportions, i.e. j I/nI -Y 2/n2, only with built-in pseudo-

counts, and a normalizer in the denominator (the standard deviation) that



Algorithm 1o.i Fast novel estimator for Bayesian posterior difference
between two binomially distributed variables, as described in Eq. 10.17

// Directly compute the approximate parameters of the
// posterior of the difference in the two beta distributions;
// much faster than empirical sampling.

float al = yl + 1, bl = x1 + 1;
float a2 = y2 + 1, b2 = x2 + 1;
float sum1 = nl + 2; // == (al + bl);
float sum2 = n2 + 2; // == (a2 + b2);
float mean1 = al / sum1;
float mean2 = a2 / sum2;
float var = al * bl / (sum1 * sum1 * (sum1 + 1));
float var2 = a2 * b2 / (sum2 * sum2 * (sum2 + 1));
float meanAnalyt = mean1 - mean2;

float stddevAnalyt = (float) Math.sqrt(varl + var2);
float zScore = meanAnalyt / stddevAnalyt;

is maximized at proportions near o.5 (where the beta distribution has the
highest variance).

(For a Java implementation of Eq. 10.17, see Algorithm 1o.1.)

Eq. 1o.18 represents a closed-form estimate to the z-score that yields
almost identical results to the applying the empirical Bayesian sampling
method and taking a large number of samples to estimate the z-score. The
near identical results are due to only the negligible covariance term being
estimated as zero in the closed form, as described above. This formula
appears to be novel.

This z-score estimate z6 is significantly faster to compute than the
empirical Bayesian sampling method for testing difference, and yet is a
closed form estimate. Due to its origin in the beta distribution, z5 should
also produce reasonable results for small count statistics (z5 is always
defined even when -y I is close to or equal to o or nj, or when 2 is close
to or equal to o or n 2)-

The main source of bias in this estimator arises from assuming that
the convolution of two beta functions is approximately normal (allowing
for the calculation of the z-score statistic using Eq. 10.9) - this is only
approximately true for y values close to o, and as a result the z-score may
be less accurate or less meaningful.





PERFORMING CONTINGENCY TESTS BETWEEN CELL
ATTRIBUTES AND GENE PREDICATES

11.1 METHOD

Contingency tests were performed between all cell attributes (Section 9.1.1)
and all gene predicates (Section 9.2.1). Contingency tests with counts that
were too small to produce reliable results in some of the contingency
test statistics (i.e. counts smaller than io) were eliminated, producing a
sparse table of contingency test results of size -6ook rows - the number
of gene predicates - by 21k columns - the number of cell attributes (see
Figure 24(a)). This table is effectively produced by using the cell axis
to join the table of gene predicates for each cell with the table of cell
attributes for each cell. For each gene predicate, we look up the list of
all cells for which the gene predicate is true, then find the list of all cell
attributes possessed by those cells, in order to build the contingency table
counts n(cell attr X I gene predicate Y), n(gene predicate Y), n(cell attr X I
,gene predicate Y) and n(,gene predicate Y).

The table shown in Figure 24(a) is output as a large text file, with one
table entry per row, and includes the row name (cell attribute) and column
name (gene predicate) in each row to allow for easy filtering of test scores
by simply grepping for cell attribute and/or gene predicate.

An example output line is given below:

10.514316 106.19144 198.83801 152.11592

5.024643 129.11458 95 625 1 1268

cell-group:embryonic-death gene-expressed-flt-1

The order of these fields is:

1. Fast approximation to Bayesian difference (expressed as a z-score,
i.e. number of standard deviations difference in the likelihood of
the cell attribute given that the gene predicate is true, compared to
the likelihood of the cell attribute given that the gene predicate is
not true).

2. Log of the p-value of the signed result of the two-tailed Fisher's
Exact Test.

3. The Chi-Squared test statistic.



"table join"
(build separate contingency tables for

each pair in the cross product of all gene
predicates with all cell attributes)

cells 1k cells ik

'"Fi-Iu-Ei
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600k

contingency
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cell attributes 21k

(one contingency
test result per entry;

sparse entries) /

(a): Contingency
test scores for all
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gene predicates.

cell attributes 21k
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cell attributes 21
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-+ (b): Pairwise
contingency test profile

similarity matrices

Figure 24: (a) Contingency testing between all cell attributes and all gene predicates; (b) comparison of pairs of entire rows and columns of
contingency test scores to produce a pairwise distance matrix for all pairs of cell attributes that are correlated with similar gene
predicate contingency score profiles, and all pairs of gene predicates with similar cell attribute contingency score profiles.
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4. The odds ratio given in Section 1o.1.

5. The log of the odds ratio.

6. The likelihood of the cell attribute given the gene predicate is true
over the likelihood of the cell attribute given that the gene predicate
is not true, i.e. the difference given in "1." above, expressed as a
ratio rather than the z-score of the difference.

7. The number of cells which have the cell attribute and in which the
gene predicate is true.

8. The number of cells in which the gene predicate is true.

9. The number of cells which have the cell attribute and in which the
gene predicate is NOT true.

1o. The number of cells in which the gene predicate is NOT true.

11. The cell attribute.

12. The gene predicate.

Fields 7-10 are the contingency table values 'Y I, T1, I2, and n2. Field 1,

the z-score of the Bayesian difference (generally referred to as just "the
z-score" of the contingency test below) is the statistic that was primarily
focused on, but the other statistics were calculated in case they are helpful.

The entire process was repeated for the cross product of lineage-specific
vs. tissue-specific gene associations (Section 6.2) and lineagePath vs. canon-
icalPath (Section 5.6.1), resulting in four different output files. Depending
on whether highly cell-specific results are desired (i.e. using lineage-
specific associations, with the tradeoff that the data is sparser) or much
denser and therefore richer results are desired (with the tradeoff that
tissue-specific mappings are less specific and so likely introduce some
spurious gene association mappings), either version of the results can be
used. The canonicalPath versions can be used to investigate cell symme-
tries (left as future work).

The top few z-score results that include the keyword "death" in the cell
attribute and "gene" in the gene predicate are shown in Figures 25 and 26

for lineage-specific and tissue-specific associations respectively.
Note that positive z-scores indicate that a gene predicate is positively

implicated in the given cell attribute, but negative z-scores are also possi-
ble, which indicate that a gene predicate is negatively implicated in the
given cell attribute, i.e. that it may be a repressor of that specific attribute
of cell phenotype. Examples of the largest negative z-score results for
tissue-specific associations are given in Figure 27.



5.142792 23 107 5 406 daughter:brief-id:programmed cell death gene-expressed-elt-6
5.142792 23 107 5 406 daughter:death-in:herm gene-expressed-elt-6
5.142792 23 107 5 406 daughter:death-in:male gene-expressed-eit-6
5.142792 23 107 5 406 daughter:death-in:one-or-both-genders gene-expressed-elt-6
5.142792 23 107 5 406 daughter:program:death gene-expressed-elt-6
4.948151 23 124 5 389 daughter:brief-id:programmed cell death gene-expressed-egi-iB
4.948151 23 124 5 389 daughter:death-in:herm gene-expressed-egl-18
4.948151 23 124 5 389 daughter:death-in:maie gene-expressed-egl-lo
4.948151 23 124 5 389 daughter:death-in:one-or-both-genders gene-expressed-egl-18
4.948151 23 124 5 389 daughter:program:death gene-expressed-egi-iB
4.614289 18 133 0 380 daughter:cell-group:embryonicdeath gene-expressed-hcp-3
4.537436 17 102 1 411 daughter:celi-group:embryonicdeath gene-expressed-fit-i
4.504727 17 107 1 406 daughter:celi-group:embryonicdeath gene-expressed-eit-6
4.406427 17 124 1 389 daughter:ceii-group:embryonicdeath gene-expressed-egl-18
4.238692 26 292 2 221 daughter:brief-id:programmed cell death density-SNP-whoiegene-inv
4.238692 26 292 2 221 daughter:death-in:her density-SNP-whoiegene-inv
4.238692 26 292 2 221 daughter:death-in:male density-SNP-whoiegene-inv
4.238692 26 292 2 221 daughter:death-in:one-or-both-genders density-SNP-wholegene-inv
4.238692 26 292 2 221 daughter:programdeath density-SNP-whoiegene-inv
4.050139 18 102 10 411 daughter:brief-id:programmed cell death gene-expressed-flt-i
4.050139 18 102 10 411 daughter:death-in:herm gene-expressed-flt-i
4.050139 18 102 10 411 daughter:death-in:male gene-expressed-flt-i
4.050139 18 102 10 411 daughter:death-in:one-or-both-genders gene-expressed-flt-i

Figure 25: Lineage-specific z-score results: results yielded by running "grep death odds-raeios-lineage-specific-lineagePath I grep gene I cut -f
1,7-12", i.e. filtering lineage-specific results for rows that include the keywords "death" (apoptosis) and "gene", and then stripping out
all colums but the z-score, the contingency table values, the cell attribute and the gene predicate.



4.583439 18 149 0 465 daughter:cell-group:embryonicdeath gene-expressed-hcp-3
4.212135 18 289 0 325 daughter:cell-group:embryonicdeath gene-expressed-F25B5.2
4.161621 18 305 0 309 daughter:cell-group:embryonic-death gene-expressed-F53C3.2
3.888885 17 267 1 347 daughter:cell-group:embryonicdeath gene-expressed-fit-i
3.863977 18 374 0 240 daughter:cell-group:erbryonic-death gene-expressed-cdc-42
3.825413 20 149 12 465 daughter:brief-id:programmed cell death gene-expressed-hcp-3
3.825413 20 149 12 465 daughter:death-in:herm gene-expressed-hcp-3
3.746264 18 393 0 221 daughter:cell-group:embryonicdeath gene-expressed-lin-53
3.732592 18 395 0 219 daughter:cell-group:embryonicdeath gene-expressed-chd-3
3.725656 18 396 0 218 daughter:cell-group:embryonic-death gene-expressed-set-2
3.688352 17 306 1 308 daughter:cell-group:embryonic-death gene-expressed-elt-6
3.682583 18 402 0 212 daughter:cell-group:embryonic-death gene-expressed-lin-35
3.673741 12 149 0 465 cell-group:embryonic-death gene-expressed-hcp-3
3.577360 20 149 15 465 daughter:program:death gene-expressed-hcp-3
3.517140 17 333 1 281 daughter:cell-group:embryonicdeath gene-expressed-egl-18
3.495626 20 149 16 465 daughter:death-in:male gene-expressed-hcp-3
3.414355 20 149 17 465 daughter:death-in:one-or-both-genders gene-expressed-hcp-3
3.161757 18 455 0 159 daughter:cell-group:embryonicdeath gene-expressed-cay-i
3.118549 24 289 8 325 daughter:brief-id:programmed cell death gene-expressed-F25B5.2
3.118549 24 289 8 325 daughter:death-in:herm gene-expressed-F25B5.2
2.964183 12 374 0 240 cell-group:embryonicdeath gene-expressed-cdc-42
2.946309 11 267 1 347 cell-group:embryonic-death gene-expressed-flt-i
2.876965 24 305 8 309 daughter:brief-id:programmed cell death gene-expressed-F53C3.2

Figure 26: Tissue-specific z-score results: results yielded by running "grep death odds-ratios-tissue-specific-lineagePath I grep gene I cut -f
1,7-12", i.e. filtering tissue-specific results for rows that include the keywords "death" (apoptosis) and "gene", and then stripping out
all columns but the z-score, the contingency table values, the cell attribute and the gene predicate.



daughter:cell-group:embryonic-death
daughter:cell-group:embryonic-death
daughter:cell-group:embryonic-death
daughter:cell-group:embryonic-death
daughter:cell-group:embryonic-death
daughter:cell-group:embryonic-death
daughter:cell-group:death-in-both-sexes
daughter:cell-group:death-in-both-sexes
daughter:cell-group:death-in-both-sexes

-2.208811
-2.208811
-2.208811
-2.208811
-2.208811
-2.208811
-2.209630
-2.209630
-2.209630
-2.209630
-2.209630
-2.209630
-2.209630
-2.209630
-2.209630
-2.209630
-2.209630
-2.210138
-2.210138
-2.210138
-2.210138
-2.210138
-2.210138

104
104
104
104
104
104
323
323
323
323
323
323
323
323
323
323
323
273
273
273
273
273
273

gene-expressed-sax-2
gene-expressed-spl-1
gene-expressed-srb-12
gene-expressed-sre-28
gene-expressed-tag-242
gene-expressed-zig-6
gene-expressed-gpa-7
gene-expressed-isp-1
gene-expressed-let-92

510
510
510
510
510
510
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
291
341
341
341
341
341
341

hermaphrodite
hermaphrodite
hermaphrodite
hermaphrodite
hermaphrodite
hermaphrodite

gene-expressed-C37E2.1
gene-expressed-F38A1.8
gene-expressed-T1OC6.5
gene-expressed-cct-7
gene-expressed-ceh-38
gene-expressed-gly-12

Figure 27: The largest negative z-score results from tissue-specific gene associations.
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gene-expressed-tag-123



11.2 EXAMPLE USAGES OF RESULTS

e Genes that are implicated in a cell phenotypic attribute of interest
(apoptosis; neurogenesis; syncitia; becoming a leaf cell, i.e. ceasing
to divide; etc.) can easily be found in decreasing order of z-score by
grepping through the results file for a cell attribute and the gene
predicate substring "gene-expressed".

e Motifs that may regulate a given cell phenotype can be found by
grepping through the results file for the cell attribute string and the
gene predicate substring "motif-present".

" More complex analyses can be performed, such as looking for genes
that are more highly implicated in a cell moving anterior compared
to posterior, by looking for genes whose z-score when tested with
the "direction:a" cell attribute is much higher than the z-score when
tested with "direction:p".

" z-scores can be grouped by cell attribute or gene predicate and
analyzed as vectors, as described in the next section.

11.3 PAIRWISE COMPARISON OF Z-SCORE PROFILE TO COMPUTE A

"PHENOTYPE INFLUENCE NETWORK"

The z-scores for all cell attributes for a given gene predicate "gene-
expressed-<name>" can be taken together as a vector that describes
how a gene affects phenotypes across all cells (some positively, some
negatively, some not at all). Then all pairs of gene predicate z-score vec-
tors can be compared pairwise, and a distance score can be calculated
between each pair of z-score vectors to produce a pairwise distance matrix
between gene predicates, indicating gene predicates that have a similar
effect on cell phenotype (Figure 24(b)). Similarly, vectors of z-scores for a
given gene predicate can be pairwise-compared to find cell attributes that
have similar gene-regulatory origins. The result is a pairwise gene-gene
distance matrix or a pairwise cell-cell distance matrix respectively.

In the case of a pairwise gene-gene distance matrix, the resultant "phe-
notype influence network" is significantly different in interpretation than
a standard gene-gene interaction network, because the distances repre-
sent similarity in cell phenotype when a given gene is expressed, i.e.
the network indicates genes that have a similar effect several layers of
complexity downstream from the direct action of most genes. This is a
very valuable artifact because it allows a much higher-level analysis of the
effects of genes. It is left as future work, however, to correlate phenotype
influence networks with gene interaction networks to find similarities and
differences.
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If "motif-present-########" gene predicates are chosen in the build-
ing of a phenotype influence network, there are 48 = 65,536 different
8-mer motifs and so the all-pairs distance matrix represents a completely-
connected graph of 65,536 nodes and 65536 C2 = 2,147,450,880 edges.
This graph is very hard to visualize effectively (with about 1oo times
more edges than there are pixels on an average screen), and even harder
to lay out, especially using a graph layout algorithm that scales superlin-
early in the number of edges (as do most graph layout algorithms that
try to avoid edge crossings and/or edge/node overlaps). Consequently
the graph was thinned out to include only the closest edges above some
threshold significance level, or such that the maximum degree of a node
was fixed (so that only the most significant / shortest edges were con-
nected to each node), producing a graph with the name number of nodes
but far fewer edges. This graph was then laid out using the "GEM (Frick)"
Graph Expectation Maximization algorithm of the Tulip graph layout and
visualization program'.

The result of laying out the phenotype influence network for intronic
motifs (thinned by limiting node degree to a maximum of 3) is shown in
Figure 28 on the facing page. Clearly the graph is highly non-random in
structure, indicating that the space of all possible intronic 8-mer motifs
is divided into different regions that are present in the introns of genes
expressed in cells with different phenotypic traits. Just exactly which
functional motifs these motif-space regions correspond to, and how the
motifs within different subclusters in the laid-out graph are related to
each other, would require extensive further research, but these would
be very interesting questions to ask (not just for the introns, but also for
similar graphs of motifs in the 3' and 5' UTRs, the sequence upstream of
genes, and even for exon motifs, which are likely to have regulatory roles
in some cases).

A phenotype influence network for "gene-expressed" gene predicates
rather than "motif-present" gene predicates is also shown in Figure 30 on
page 111.

11.4 MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSIS OF CLUSTERS IN PHENOTYPE IN-

FLUENCE NETWORKS

These phenotype influence networks exhibited different types of structure
at different scales, and various top-down clustering methods (spectral clus-
tering [32] and Power Iteration Clustering (PIC) [26]) as well as bottom-up
clustering methods (hierarchical agglomerative clustering, min/mean/-
median/max weighted) were used to try to extract useful clusterings.
However it proved quite difficult to automatically extract clusters that
naturally fell out of graph layout algorithms like Tulip's "GEM (Frick)".

http://tulip.labri. fr/
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Changing the significance level at which edges in the all-pairs distance
matrix were added to the graph before laying the graph out in Tulip, how-
ever, allowed for different types of substructure to be observed. With a low
significance threshold, a fascinating pattern appeared in the phenotype
influence network for motifs in the 3' UTRs (Figure 29): a mostly-linear
chain of clusters that were in most cases closely related only to the neigh-
boring clusters in the chain at this significance level. This seems to indicate
a smooth continuum of influence on phenotype, perhaps as a time series
(similar to how the HOX genes work).

To try to understand the phenotypes described by each cluster, a tool
was built that would allow the user to select a group of nodes (gene
predicates) representing a cluster, and then average together the z-score
profiles for each gene predicate, i.e. the z-scores obtained by testing any
gene predicate in the cluster with a given cell attribute were all averaged
together, producing an average z-score for each cell attribute. The resulting
per-cluster profile of average z-score for each cell attribute could then be
used to compare the effective aggregate phenotypic profile represented
by each cluster. The cell attributes with the top average z-score are given
below, with clusters numbered starting with zero in the middle and
moving concentrically outwardly in clockwise order. The top attributes
seem predominantly related to relatively early development and in many
cases to neuronal development.

More work needs to be done to see if there is some sort of linear cor-
relation between cluster number and the average cell birth time, average
physical distance along the worm, or similar.

Cluster 0:

4.895 anat:ray neuron
4.895 cell-group:ray neurons
4.895 male-only:anat:ray neuron
4.895 male-only:cell-group:ray neurons
4.817 male-only:anat:sensory neuron
4.801 male-only:cell-group:neuron
4.730 anat:digestive tract
4.692 male-only:lineage-suffix-canonical:a
4.692 male-only:lineage-suffix:a
4.676 male-only:direction:a
4.535 anat:pharyngeal cell
4.535 anat:pharyngeal segment
4.535 anat:pharynx
4.489 anat:ray
4.489 cell-group:male sensory rays
4.489 male-only:anat:ray
4.489 male-only:cell-group:male sensory rays
4.458 male-only:anat:post-embryonic cell
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4.412 male-only:anat:organ

Cluster 1:

anat:GABAergic neuron
life-stage:3-fold embryo
life-stage:comma embryo
life-stage:1.5-fold embryo
anat:Organ system
anat:digestive tract
life-stage:fully-elongated embryo
life-stage:2-fold embryo
program:differentiation
anat:pharyngeal nervous system
anat:pharyngeal neuron
life-stage:elongating embryo
is-leaf:one-or-both
is-leaf:both
anat:anterior pharyngeal ganglion (post)
anat:pharyngeal cell
anat:pharyngeal segment
anat:pharynx
anat:ciliated neuron

Cluster 2:

anat:GABAergic neuron
parent:lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.pap
parent:lineage-prefix:Z.pap
lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.pap
lineage-prefix:Z.pap
parent:cell-group:E lineage
cell-group:E lineage
daughter:lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.pappr
daughter:lineage-prefix:Z.pappr
lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.papp
lineage-prefix:Z.papp
daughter:lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.papp
daughter:lineage-prefix:Z.papp
anat:dopaminergic neuron
program:differentiation
daughter:lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.pap
daughter:lineage-prefix:Z.pap
anat:Organ system
cell-group:Q lineage

Cluster 3:

5.848 anat:GABAergic neuron
4.507 program:differentiation

1o6

9.043
4.069
4.030
4.020
4.018
4.018
4.006
3.985
3.894
3.887
3.887
3.799
3.778
3.650
3.630
3.614
3.614
3.614
3.570

7.260

6.070
6.070
6.034
6.034
6.034
4.601
4.456
4.456
4.440
4.440
4.424
4.424
4.160
4.127
4.032
4.032
3.980
3.857



4.256
4.175
4.175
4.175
4.123
3.931
3.927
3.897
3.887
3.886
3.886
3.842
3.833
3.816
3.725
3.725
3.725

Cluster 4:

anat:GABAergic neuron
anat:Organ system
program: differentiation
is-leaf:one-or-both
is-leaf:both
life-stage:fully-elongated embryo
life-stage:2-fold embryo
life-stage:1.5-fold embryo
life-stage:elongating embryo
life-stage:comma embryo
life-stage:3-fold embryo
is-leaf:terminal

parent:life-stage:late cleavage stage embryo
anat:body region
anat:hypodermal cell
anat:hypodermis
parent:life-stage:3-fold embryo
anat:ray neuron
cell-group:ray neurons

Cluster 5:

program: differentiation
anat:Organ system
cell-group:D lineage
lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.ppp
lineage-prefix:Z.ppp
is-leaf:both
anat:pharyngeal cell
anat:pharyngeal segment

is-leaf:both
anat:pharyngeal cell
anat:pharyngeal segment
anat :pharynx
anat:Organ system
anat:anterior pharyngeal ganglion (post)
life-stage:3-fold embryo
is-leaf:one-or-both
life-stage:fully-elongated embryo
anat:pharyngeal nervous system
anat:pharyngeal neuron
life-stage:2-fold embryo
life-stage:1.5-fold embryo
life-stage:comma embryo
cell-type:structural cell
male-only:cell-type:structural cell
male-only:lineage-suffix-canonical:app

5.379
5.152
4.879
4.461
4.408
4.176
4.154
4.122
3.955
3.793
3.786
3.733
3.538
3.421
3.362
3.362
3.347
3.337
3.337

5.029
4.690
4.482
4.465
4.465
4.441
4.406
4.406
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4.406 anat:pharynx
4.241 life-stage:comma embryo
4.228 is-leaf:one-or-both
4.128 life-stage:3-fold embryo
4.061 life-stage:fully-elongated embryo
4.038 life-stage:2-fold embryo
4.000 parent:lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.ap-appa
4.000 parent:lineage-prefix:Z.apappa
3.995 anat:GABAergic neuron
3.982 lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.pppa
3.982 lineage-prefix:Z.pppa

Cluster 6:

5.309 program:differentiation
4.869 anat:Organ system
4.807 is-leaf:both
4.770 anat:GABAergic neuron
4.708 life-stage:3-fold embryo
4.635 life-stage:fully-elongated embryo
4.611 life-stage:2-fold embryo
4.536 is-leaf:one-or-both
4.453 life-stage:comma embryo
4.420 life-stage:1.5-fold embryo
4.385 life-stage:elongating embryo
4.256 anat:nerve ring neuron
3.925 anat:motor neuron
3.841 is-leaf:terminal
3.770 anat:male-specific
3.576 brief-id:ring motor neuron \/ interneuron
3.548 parent:lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.ap-appa
3.548 parent:lineage-prefix:Z.ap-appa
3.501 parent:life-stage:late cleavage stage embryo

Cluster 7:

5.282 anat:male-specific
4.890 anat:sensory neuron
4.852 program:differentiation
4.702 is-leaf:one-or-both
4.647 anat:Sex specific entity
4.626 is-leaf:both
4.525 brief-id:postembryonic blast cell
4.505 cell-group:post-embryonic blast cell
4.499 male-only:anat:sensory neuron
4.490 life-stage:elongating embryo
4.344 parent:male-only:lineage-suffix-canonical:p
4.344 parent:male-only:lineage-suffix:p
4.312 male-only:anat:organ
4.312 male-only:anat:sensillum
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4.307 parent:male-only:direction:p
4.219 parent:male-only:anat:post-embryonic cell
4.219 parent:male-only:gender-dimorphism
4.219 parent:male-only:gender:male
4.219 parent:male-only:lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.a

Cluster 8:

5.807 program:differentiation
5.558 is-leaf:both
5.257 is-leaf:one-or-both
5.052 life-stage:2-fold embryo
5.013 life-stage:3-fold embryo
4.935 life-stage:fully-elongated embryo
4.822 life-stage:elongating embryo
4.793 is-leaf:terminal
4.706 life-stage:1.5-fold embryo
4.697 anat:Organ system
4.600 anat:male-specific
4.583 life-stage:comma embryo
4.288 parent:male-only:lineage-suffix-canonical:ap
4.288 parent:male-only:lineage-suffix:ap
4.230 cell-group:amphid neurons
4.192 parent:male-only:lineage-suffix-canonical:p
4.192 parent:male-only:lineage-suffix:p
4.153 parent:male-only:direction:p
4.063 cell-type:sensory cell

Cluster 9:

5.979 program:differentiation
5.349 is-leaf:both
5.131 is-leaf:one-or-both
4.922 anat:male-specific
4.748 life-stage:elongating embryo
4.734 life-stage:3-fold embryo
4.724 life-stage:2-fold embryo
4.664 is-leaf:terminal
4.641 life-stage:fully-elongated embryo
4.536 anat:Organ system
4.284 life-stage:1.5-fold embryo
4.194 life-stage:comma embryo
3.974 anat:GABAergic neuron
3.923 parent:life-stage:late cleavage stage embryo
3.906 male-only:cell-type:neuron
3.887 male-only:anat:neuron
3.838 parent:male-only:lineage-suffix-canonical:ap
3.838 parent:male-only:lineage-suffix:ap
3.827 parent:male-only:anat:post-embryonic cell
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Cluster 10:

5.563 program:differentiation
5.014 is-leaf:one-or-both
4.929 is-leaf:both
4.856 life-stage:3-fold embryo
4.817 life-stage:fully-elongated embryo
4.791 life-stage:2-fold embryo
4.619 life-stage:1.5-fold embryo
4.558 life-stage:elongating embryo
4.331 anat:Organ system
4.244 life-stage:comma embryo
3.792 is-leaf:terminal
3.597 parent:life-stage:late cleavage stage embryo
3.525 lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.apppppap
3.525 lineage-prefix:Z.ap-ppppap
3.483 anat:pharyngeal cell
3.483 anat:pharyngeal segment
3.483 anat:pharynx
3.483 parent:lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.ap-ppppa
3.483 parent:lineage-prefix:Z.ap-ppppa

Cluster 11:

6.336 program:differentiation
5.041 is-leaf:one-or-both
4.696 is-leaf:both
4.566 anat:Organ system
4.112 is-leaf:terminal
3.968 life-stage:fully-elongated embryo
3.960 life-stage:3-fold embryo
3.947 life-stage:2-fold embryo
3.838 life-stage:elongating embryo
3.836 anat:GABAergic neuron
3.758 cell-group:D lineage
3.734 lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.ppp
3.734 lineage-prefix:Z.ppp
3.481 life-stage:1.5-fold embryo
3.440 lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.pppa
3.440 lineage-prefix:Z.pppa
3.440 parent:cell-group:D lineage
3.440 parent:lineage-prefix-canonical:Z.ppp
3.440 parent:lineage-prefix:Z.ppp

11-5 BIOLOGICAL RELEVANCE OF RESULTS

The known functions local clusters of genes in a pairwise phenotype
influence network (Figure 30) were compared in order to get a rough
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Figure 3o: A pairwise phenotype influence network for genes, with some of the
highest z-score correlated cell phenotypic traits manually labeled.

description of how the topology of the phenotype influence network
corresponded with actual gene function. The result was interesting in that
gender-specific and neurogenesis-specific gene functioning did appear
localized in the graph, indicating the graph was serving the purpose of
bringing together genes that are implicated in similar cell phenotypes.

A number of lists of genes of known common functional type (e.g. [151,
[19]) were used to search the contingency test result file to determine cell
phenotypic traits that were most strongly implicated for the expression of
those gene sets. Preliminary results indicate a good correlation between
known functions and high z-scores for corresponding cell-phenotypic
traits, but full results are forthcoming and will be published separately.
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TOOL FOR VISUALIZATION OF GENE EXPRESSION
PATTERNS ACROSS THE CELL PEDIGREE

Gene statistics (Section 9.2.1), prior to Otsu thresholding (Section 9.2.2)

to turn them into gene predicates, may contain rich information that is
useful in learning a significant amount about development, for example
it may be useful to know if actual average intron length in active genes
increases across the developmental timeline rather than just knowing that
the proportion of introns increases that is categorized by Otsu threshold
binarization as "long".

Figure 31 shows the tree visualization tool built for this purpose. A tree
of all gene predicates is shown at top right (grouped hierarchically by
common string prefix). The currently-selected node in the string prefix
tree contains 46 descendant nodes, one corresponding to each 6-mer motif
that fits the pattern "motif-density-avg-istntron-######" 1 . For each of
the 46 nodes in the tree node selected in the top left pane, one line series
is drawn in the top right pane (corresponding to the average value of
that statistic across the developmental timeline, with the zygote on the
lefthand size and the full adult worm on the righthand side, and one cell
division depth per series value), and one point is drawn in the bottom
left pane (corresponding to the 2D PCA projection of the graph series
at top right, with each value used as one dimension for PCA, with red
indicating a weighted average series value corresponding to early-stage
development, i.e. a series that down-trends after early development, and
green indicating a weighted average series value corresponding to late
stage development, i.e. a graph that up-trends in the adult worm). The
pedigree drawn at bottom right shows the particular cells in the pedigree
in which the yellow-highlighted series are most strongly scored, with red
for low average score and green for high average score across all genes
in the pedigree at that point. (The horizontal axis of the pedigree chart
at bottom left and the series plot at top right are the same, where the
distance across the x-axis corresponds to the number of cell divisions
since the zygote.) A series may be highlighted by moving the mouse over
a series in the top right graph or over a point in the bottom left PCA plot.

This was developed as an exploratory tool, allowing large numbers of
features to be visually examined at the same time, and may prove useful
in finding genomic features that give rise to interesting developmental
patterns.

i This particular screenshot was taken on a dataset built with 6-mer motifs as opposed to
the 8-mers used elsewhere.
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13
CONCLUSION

This thesis has presented a novel set of integrative genomics methods
and data analysis techniques for building a model for in silico analysis
of development in C. elegans. The highest-quality machine-readable and
analytically-traversible cell pedigree for C. elegans that is so far avail-
able was produced by carefully merging available pedigrees into a new
cell fate tree, and the anatomy ontology and gene association databases
from WormBase.org were linked to this resource to yield the first whole-
organism, single-cell-resolution gene expression map across all stages of
development. We performed contingency testing between tens of thou-
sands of cell phenotypic attributes and hundreds of thousands of thresh-
olded gene statistics to produce a database that may be quickly queried
to find the probable genetic bases of many cell phenotypic traits, and
performed all-pairs analysis of pairs of cell attributes and pairs of gene at-
tributes across this database to produce "phenotype influence networks",
networks of genes and motifs that appear to co-influence phenotype.
Finally A visualizer was introduced that allows for the simultaneous
graphical display of a large number of gene expression statistics, per-
mitting users to quickly visually identify interesting genomic features
(including active genes, motifs, SNPs etc.) that appear to have unusual
spatial distributions or temporal characteristics. The whole-organism
expressome, related analysis tools and methodologies, and data visualiza-
tion techniques together enable a new genre of direct in silico analysis of
organism development.
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